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frout the lidar signatures. These were the target method, Klett method and
experimental data method. The results of the field and analysis programs
are reported in the journal and conference papers that are appended to this
report, and include:

MP parison Study of Lidar Extinction Methods,' submitted to

Applied Optics

*Error Analysis of Lidar Solution Techniques for Range-Resolved
Extinction Coefficients Based on Observational Data," Smoke/
Obscurants Symposium IX•

0 "Four-Wavelength Lidar Measurements from Smoke Week VI/SNO1-TW,'
Smoke/Obscurants Symposium VIIT.

0 *NOW.ONE-B Multiple-Wavelength Lidar Measurements," Snow Symposium
III/ -

. Lidar Applications for Obscurant Evaluations,' Swoke/Obscurants
Symposium VII.

"The report also provides a summary of background work leading to this project,
and of project results.
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ABSTRACT

The SRI International four-wavelength (0.53, 1.06, 3.8, 10.A Pm)

lidar system was used during the SNOW-ONE-B and Smoke Week XI/SNOW-TWO

field experiments to validate its capabilities in assessing obscurant

optical and physical properties. The lidar viewed along a horizontal

path terminated by a passive reflector. Data examples were analyzed in

terms of time-dependent transmission, wavelength dependence of optical*

depth, and range-resolved extinction coefficients. Three methods were

used to derive extinction data from the lidar signatures. These were

the target method, Klett method and experimental data method. The

results of the field and analysis programs are reported in the journal

and conference papers that are appended to this report, and Include:

* "Comparison Study of Lidar Extinction Methods,* submitted to
Applied Optics

* "Error Analysis of Lidar Solution Techniques for Range-Resolved
Extinction Coefficients Based on Observational Data,"
Smoke/Obscurants Symposium IX

* "Four-,Wavelength Lidar Measurements from Smoke Week VI/SNOW-
TWO," Smohe/Obscurants Symposium VIII

e "SNOW-ONE-B Multiple-Wavelength Lidar Measurements," Snow
Symposium III

* "Lidar Applications for Obscurant Evaluations," Smoke/Obscurants
Symposium VII.

.The report also provides a summary of background work leading to this

p-eject, and of project results.,
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I BACKGROUND

Earlier studies conducted for ARO used single '0.69 A) and dual

(0.69 and 10.6 4m) wavelength ldar systems to observe obscurant
aerosols. Typically, the liciar viewed along a horizontal pati termi-

nated by a passive reflector with a uniform surface. Thc lidar target

returns were interpreted in terms of transmission of laser ene:-.y as a

function of event time. The transmission data was then correlated with

the backscattered signal received from the obscurant aerosols. Experi-

ments with'the two-wavelength lidar during field tests DIRT-I and Smoke'

Week II snowed that the wavelength dependence of transmission (extinc-

tion) and backscatter could be-used to identify the' obscurant as smoke

o" dust, based on a strong wavelength dependence on particle size.

However, relatively large data scatter occurred in plots of optical

depth evaluated from the target returns plotted against path-integrated

backscatter. Assuming the data ,catter was a result of changing

particle sizes, theoretical considerations indicated that a 3-to-4 Ur

wavelength iidar may provide higher correlation than a 0.69 or 10.6 Mm

wavelength system. In addition, a shorter wavelength would be useful to

determine the mean particle size of smoke aerosols.

A four wavelength lidar system was constructed and Initially tested

at SRI under ARO Contract DAAG-20-80-C-0003. The lidar was designed to

provide information on propagation at wavelengths commonly used by DoD

laser systems, and to provide for multiple wavelength analysis in terms

of particle characteristics and aerosol densities. Pulses at 0.53,

1.06, 3.8, and i0.6 .m can be transmitted along the same path within a

150 u3s interval to overcome space and time separation problems associ-

ated with the earlier dual wavelength system. Initial tests at SRI

indicated the lidar was ready for oeration during scheduled Army Field

tests which could provide the supplementary data needed to validate the

lidar performance and data analysis procedures. This project provided

that opportunity.

x'\ 77"
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II SUMMARY OF PROJECT RESULTS

The results and findings obtained on this project are reported in

the journal and conference papers reproduced as Appendixes to this

report. A brief summary is presented below.

The four-wavelength lidar system was transported to Grayling,

Michigan, to participate in the SNOW-'ONE-B field test conducted during

November and December 1983. Prior to this time, a new digital data

acquisition system was installed within the lidar to improve digitiza-

tion' accuracy and reliability. The lidar operated on all SNOW-ONE-B

tests without failure. Because of eye-safety considerations, only the

1.06, 3.8 and 10.6 pm wavcength energy were transmitted. The lidar van

was positioned alongside transmissometer instrumentation vans operated

by tha U. S. Navy (NRL) and the U. S. Army Atmospheric Science Labora-

tory. The lidar and transmissiometers were aligned to observe parallel

paths extending over a 600 m range. A passive reflector (target) was

placed at the far end of the lidar path to provide for a constant re-

flectivity surface. The primary objective of the SNOW-ONE-B tests were

to characterize electromagnetic propagation through dense snow. Only

light snowfall occurred during the observational period.

Lidar target returns were interpreted in terms of transmission, and

results were compared to data provided by the NRL transmissiometers.

Excellent agreement was obtained as shown by the data example presented

in Appendix D collected during an IR screener smoke test. The lidar

results showed that the smoke attenuation' (optical depth) was witheiL__

of beinZ equal at the 1.06, 3.8 and 10.6 um wavelengths. Data collected
in snowfall showed that optical depth at 10.6 pm was 76% greater than at
1.06 w, and 59% greater than at 3.8 jm. This enhanced attenuation at

longer wavelengths is proba'bly a result of multiple scattering effects

from large scattering particles. Much of the large particle scattering

is in the forward direction and, therefore, more scattered energy is

directed back Into the initial laser beam at longer wavelengths and

results in less attenu&tion.

Plots of optical depth (target returns) against inte-.-2ted back-
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scatter (aerosol returns) show more data scatter than was anticipated--

especially at 3.8 Um where theory had indicated that a better correla-

tion might be obtained. However, further inspection of the lidar back-

scatter signatures indicated that the dynamic range of the log ampli-

fiers used in the lidar receiver was not sufficiently large to accommo-

date the strong signals returned from dense aerosols, snow, and the

target. Subsequently the four decade amplifiers were replaced with six-

decade units. The SNOW-B-ONE data was a1so used to conduct a 'hole'

and 'patch' analysis of smoke distributions. These results.are further

discussed in Appendice3 C and D.

As a secorl phase of the proj.ct, the improved four-wavelength

lida- system participated in the Smokc Week XI/SNOW-TWO field tests

conducted at Grayling, Michigan, during the 1983-84 winter.- The lidar

procedures were neauly identical to those used during the SNOW-ONE-B

tests with the exception that permission was granted to transmit laser

energy at all four wavelengths. The lidar operated without failure on

25 obscurant tests schaduled between 10 and 16 January. Unfortunately,

a guy wire that intersected the lidar/target path was installed ,just

prior to the test series, and reflections from the wire interfered with

aerosol scattering on some tests. However, the lidar signatures showed

more variability with smoke density and greater range response resulting

from the enhanced dynamic range recei,-rs. Plots of optical depth

against path-integ-ated backscatter had substantially less data scatter,

indicating that the lidar, response to aerosol density had been improved.

The analysis program concentrated on methods to derive range-

re olved extinction coefficients from the lidar signatures. Three

methods were used. The target method uses the target-derived trans-

mission and path-integrated backscatter to evaluate a single calibration

constant for each lidar observation. The calibration constant can then

be used with integrated backscatter to evaluate extinction aiong the I
lidar-to-target path. This method is based on the single-scatter lidar

equation, and providms the bestestimates of extinction alonq the path

when multiple scattering is not important. The method does provide some I
correction for multiple scattering, as the constant is evaluated from

the actual lidar signature. It was shown-that the solution constant

"3 I' 2
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varies from observation-to-observation so that a universal constant

cannot be usea to evaluate single-ended lidar observations.

The second method (Klett method', a modification of a formal

solution to the single-scattering 1 ,dar equation. The solution assumes

a known relationship between backsdatter and extinction coefficients and

extinction near the far end of the lidar observation. Deviations (RMS

differences) between the Klett and target method were computed for

varicus solution parameters. The resulting extinction profile for solu-

tion parameters that y'elded minimum RMS differences agreed well with

Sthe profile derived from the target method. This was expected, as both.

methods are derived from the single-scattering lidar equation. Contour

plots of RMS values as a function of the two solution parameters were

constructed, as were contour plots of transmission differences. These

plots show that the Klett method is relatively sensitive to expected

errors in assumed solution parameters.

The third method was the experimental data method which established

an experimental relationship between the optical depth and the path-

integrated backscatter evaluatemd from the lidar signature. Therefore,

this method accounts for multiple scattering effects. Comparison of

extinction profiles with those derived from the target method showed

that the experimental data method provided for more attenuation in the

near side of an obscurant cloud and for less attenuation in the far

side, indicating the Importance of multiple scattering. Before any one

method is judged superior, an experiment should be conducted to validate 1
the li4ar methods for both low- and high-density obscurant events.

Finally, the Pange-resolved extinction coefficients evaluated as a

function of obscurant event time were used to construct a contour plot

of the time and range variability of smoke distribution along the pro-

pagation path. Such data are useful in evaluating obsourant effects on

electrooptical systems operating within the obscurant cloud.

A more detailed accounting of project results and data examples is

presented in the Appendices. .

4i
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III RECOMMENDATIONS

The lioar technique is the best method available for evaluating

spatial and-temporal distributions of obscurant properties and obscurant

effects on military laser-based weapon systems. However, uncertainties

in relating backscatter data to extinction and density remain.

Multiple-wavelength systems provide additional information to help

analyze lldar signatures in terms of needed obscurant parameters.

However, this approach is limited because of different 1 idar

characteristics of mulriple laser and detector systems, and because

newer military obscurants do not follow available scattering theories.

Nevertheless, the usefulness of lidar for obscurant evaluations nas been

demonstrated and further development is warranted.

The following recommendations are offered to further develop the

lidar technique and enhance its value to military programs.

"* Coordinated in situ sensing of aerosol densities along lidar
propagation paths to provide data needed for validaion and/or
development of lidar signature analysis methods.

"* Development of methods to deconvolute lidar performance factors
from lidar signatures so that multiple wavelength data can be
analyzed effectively in terms of atmospheric optical and
physical pronerties.

"* Addition of vertical scanning optics to the four-wavelength
lidar system to investigate obscurant distributions in the
vertical and their dependence on meteorological conditions and'
terrain properties.

"* Investigation of airborne lidar systums for measurement of wide-
area screening smcke distributions,.

"* Continued participation in the Smoke Week series and reporting
of, results at Smoke/Obscurants Symposia to promote
interrelationships between lidar development, obscurant
evaluations and electrooptlcal weapons testing programs.

|I
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COMPARISON STUDY OF LID R EXTINCTION METHODS

E. E. Uthe and J. M. Livingston
SRI International

Menlo Park, CA 94025, USA

ABSTRACT

The SRI four-wavelength (0.53, 1.06, 3.8 and 10.6 uM) lidar systom
was used during the Smoke Week XI/SNOW-TWO field experiments to observe
range-resolved backscatter and target-raflected laser energy along a
horizontal path intersected by test obscurant aerosols.

Target-reflected laser energy provided an excellent measure of
time-dependent poth-integrated extinction (e.g., transmission). These
values allow the range-resolved backscatter to be analyzed in terms of
range-resolved extinction when single-scattering is assumed. This two-
ended (lidar and target) method provides extinction coefficients Along
the optical path that are consistent with independent transmissometer
Gbservations. Tne values are the most accurate that can be derived from
the lidar technique when multiple scattering is limited.

Extinction profiles evaluated from the lidar/target method can be
utilized to investigate the limitations and accuracies of algorithms
which are used to derive extinction data from lidar backscatter
signatures when no target return is available. Single-ended lidar
methods are needed for vertical and slant-path measurements. Two
single-ended techniques were investigated. The first is the well-known
Klett modification of the analytic solution to the single-scattering
lidar equation. The Klett technique can reproduce the extinction
profile derived from the lidar/target method as expected since both are
derived from the single-scattering lidar equation. However, 'this
requires relatively accurate information on a boundary value of
extinction and the backscatter-to-extinction relationship. Contour
plots are presented which show deviation of the Klett extinction profile
from the lidar/target extinction profile as a function of the solution
parameters.

A second method of deriving extinction profiles from single-ended
lidar measurements- is based on an observed relationship or optical depth
to path-•integrated lidar signal. Such a relationship derived from
lidar/target data includes multiple scattering effects on the extinction
evaluation. The method does not reproduce the extinction profile
derived from the single-eoattertng lldar/target and Klett methods
indicating the Importance of multiple scattering on the lidar
baoksoatter signature.
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I LIDAR DATA COLLECTION

The SRI four-wavelength (0.53, 1.06, 3.8 and 10.6 m) lidar system

was used during the Smoke Week XI/SI:OW-TW0 field experiments to collect

data for analysis of obscurant extinction distributions. basically,

laser pulses at the four wavelengths were transmitted along a horizontal

path terminated at a distance of 600 m from the lidar by a target 'of

uniform reflective properties.

The laser pulses at each wavelength were emitted sequentially along the

same path within a 60 us Intervalto reduce effects of time- and space-

varying aerosol concentrations on each four-wavelength pulse set. About

60 pulse sets were transmitted for each minute of operation. Both

energy backscattered from atmospheric aerosols and energy reflected from

the solid target was collected within a telescope and directed to

appropriate detectors using diohroic filters. After logarithmi.c

amplification, backscatter signatures were digitized by an 8-bit 100-MHz

transient recorder, and the resulting digital records were stored on

nine-track magnetic tape for subsequent analysis. Obscurant aerosols

were generated upwind of the lidar/target path, and lidar observations

were initiated Just before the obscurants, intersected the viewing

path. Other details of the lidar system and Its application to the

Smoke Week VI/SNOW-TWO field test have been presented elsewhere (1).

II DATA ANALYSIS METHODS AND RESULTS

A. Target Method

Target returns observed by a lidar system can be interpreted in

terms of transmission across the lidar-to-target .Pth. Previous rusults

have shown that lidar derived transmissions agree wvth independent data

records colleoted wiih ocnventional two-ended transmissometers (2).,

Therefore, the four-wavelength '.idar target returns collected d,--ing an

obsourant event provide the time history of transmission a& W-rn

12
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wavelength, and provide data to evaluate optical depth (u--in T)

relationships between wavelengths, as shown by the example presented in

Figure 1.

Fernald et al. (3), among others, have shown that if the ratio of

the extinction coefficient. to the backscatter coefficient, k-o(r)/O(r),

remains constant over the range Interval Ar being investigated, then the

two-way transmittance, T2 (r), follows directly from differentiation of

the basic lidar equation, and is given by

T2 (R) 1 -1 2k P(r)dr (I)

<0

In this equation, P(r) is the signal whose amplitude is proportional to

the power received from a scattering volume at range r, and is corrected

for the geometric range-squared effect and transmitted energy

variations. C is a lidar calibration constant.

The constant k/C can be determined by combinIng the known two-way

transmittance between the laser and the target with the lidar return

signature Integrated over the same~range. The value of the constant k/C

may then be substituted back Into (I), and combined with the integrals

of the received backacatter signals to intermediate ranges to yield a

hirizontal transmission- profile. Since transmission is directly
2 -2()whr opi&

related to o~tical depth through T (R) . e"2u(a), where optical

depth u(R) -. f o(r) dr, calculation of a transmission profile implies a

corresponding extinction profile. We call this the "target' method of

deriving an extinction profile because it requires the use of a target

to derive the constant k/C value. -Figure 2 presents an, example of an

extinction coefficient profile for a single lidar observation-during an

obscurant test for which the transmission history is presented in Figure

1. Figure 3 presents a contour plot of obsourant ext'.lwtion (ki 1 )

'distributions along the observed ,path as a function of fe'..nt time.

If the value of k/C rmains constant for a given type of obscurant,

this value of k/C can be used to derive extinction and transmission

" values from single-ended lidar observations and, therefore, vertical and

13
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slant-path measurements would be possible. Values of k/C have been

calculated for each lidar shot for the test with data shown in Figure 1

by using the 1.06 0m wavelength target-derived trF.namissions. In

addition, linear and best-fit Gaussian means and standard deviations of

k/C have been calculated. These results are shown in Figures 4 and 5

where it can be seen that the two methods of computing 'a mean k/C yield

similar resultAq. Figure 4 shows that k/C can undergo both gradual ane

rapidly fluctuati.g variability that may be the result of pulse-to-pulse

changes in lidar system performance (transmitted energy, pulza shape and

detector response) as well as changes in the optical properties of the

scattering obscurant. The mean value of k/C was used to recompute the

transmission history shown in Figure 1. Many non-physical transmissions

(17 percent of the data record) resulted because equation 1 can easily

result in negative transmissions when Improper k/C values are used., We

conclude that the target method provides accurate lidar-to-target

transmissions and consistent extinction coefficient profiles when

multiple scattering is not important, but that k/C must be evaluated

independently for each lidar observation. Therefore, the method does not

appear suitable for single-ended vertical and slant path observations.

B. Klett Method

The extraction of extinction coefficients from lidar measurements

taken in an Inhomogeneous atmosphere, such as through a smoke or dust

event, is 'a difficult task in the absence of a uniform reflective

target. Early solutions to the 'single-scattering lidar equation assumed

a backscatter-to-extination relationship and a known value of extinction

at a nemall distance from the lidar system (_Q, 5). However, as shown by

Klett (6), these forward integration solutions typically yield numeri-

cally unstable results unless unrealistic solution parameters are

assumed. This -is related to the' problem of evaluating equation 1 with

small uncertainties In k/C.

14
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Klett overcame the stability problem by assuming a power law

relationship between backscatter and extinction and a known value of

extinction near thp end of the lidar signature, leading to a backward

Integration solution. In particular, the Kloatt solution for extinction

is as follows:

exp C(S(R) - S )/k1] _ _a(R) ., (2) _--
a- + 2 Im exp {IS(r) - S)/k'} dr

M k m

where S(R) .(R), 'Sm(Rm), aM O(R ), and 0 - const k . The Klettm 
/

solution requires an assumed power law exponent k', and knowledge of the

extinctiorn coefficient am at a reference range Rm near the end of the

lidar backscatter signature. We have applied the Klett solution with

several different values of k' and am to derive extinction profiles for

three diffe-ent 1i.ar shots made during the obscurant test for whicn

transmission data are shown in Figure 1.

For each lidar signature, extinction profiles derived using the

Klett method can be compared with the extinction profile calculated

using the target method. Following the analysis of Sasano and Nakane

(7), relative root mean square errors, defined as

r~rn 2

n Z O Klett(r) - t(r)get•r-r I
ae (3)

r r'
1 Target''

where n Is the number of range bins along the path, were computed for a

range of k' and a. values. These errors are shown in Figure 6 as plotsUR
of de percentage as a function of a and k' for laser shot 546 of the

test data shown In Figure 1. The KJett extinction profile yielding the

aalloat rue difference from the extinction proflie derived from the

* -15



target method is shown in Figure 7. The a and k' parameter used to

derive this solution are indicated in Figure 6 by the central x. 'The

near-equal extinction profiles of the Klett and target methods are

expected, as both soluticns are based, on the single-scattering lidar

equation. Figure, 8 presents comparisons of the target method extinction

profile with Klett method profiles for 10 percent changes ia k' and

factor of 3 changes in am. The values of k' and am for the four

solutions shown in Figure 8 are marked on the contour -plot of Figure 6

by x's surround!ng the central x. The changes in k' lead to rms errors

of about 30 percent, and the changes in am lead to rmus erors of nearly

60 percent. Figure 9 presents a contour analysis of transmission

evaluated from the Klett extinction profile solutions as a function of

the solution parameters. The transmission values for the 10% change in

k' and factor of 3 change in am also are listed in Figures 7 and 8. A

10 percent uncertainty in k' results in' about 3 pervent error in

transmission. A factor of 3 uncertainty In, a results in about 10

percent error In, transmission. The transmission evaluated from the

target return was 19.9 percent, as indicated by the central x plotted in

Figure 9.

Figure 10 presents a contour plot of rms differences between Klett

and target solutions for lidar shot number 542. In this case, the

transmission evaluated by using the target was 25.6 percent. Again, a

10 percent change in k' causes an rms error of about 60 percent.

Resulting extinction profiles and transmission errors are shown in

Figure, 11, with differences from target-derived values about the same as

-for••aser shot 546 presented above.

Figure 12 presents a contour plot. of rus dif ferences between Klett

and target solutions for lidar shot number, 550. In this case,, the

target derived transmission was 52.3 percent. The, 10 prcenit change in

k' and.factor of 3 change In om give higher rms errors (nearly 40 and 80

percent, respectively) than for the lower transmission laser firings

presented above. Resulting extinction profiles and transmisslon errors

are shown in Figure 13. Tra.,smissior errors are about II to 6 percent

for 10 percent ohango in kl' and are about. 1T to 21 peroent for a factor

16
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of 3 change in a,. From this result, it appears that Klett solutions

for conditions of higher transmissions are more sensitive to

uncertainties in k' and a .

C. Experimental Data Method

A number of re.searchers have found a linear correlation between

backscatter and extinction coefficients for typical particle size

distributions and visible or near-infrared radiation. This implies a

linear relationship between optical depth and path-integrated range-

corrected lidar signal for low density aerosols. Because of

attenuation, the relationship becomes nonlinear for larger values of

optical depth (e.g., higher density aerosols). Uthe (8) derived optical

depth-to--integrated lidar signal relationships based on transmissions

evaluated from target returns and corresponding lidar back-scatter

signatures for smoke and dust events. Using the 1.06 im wavelength

transmissions shown in Figure I and corresponding lldar backscatter

signatures, a plot of optical depth to path-integrated lidar signal is

shown in Figure 14. Each data point is derived from a single lidar

observation during the smoke event. A non-linear least-squares curve-

fitting method (9) was used with the data presented in Figure 14 toý

evaluate the best fit a, and a 2 parameters of the following expression:

-a2
u(Y) - a 1  ( -.1) (4)

where Y is the path-integrated lidar signal, and u is the optical depth

evaluated from the target return method. The best-fit relationship (a1,

a 2 ) and the upper and lower uncertainty limits as defined by Bevington

(9) (a1 + 8ai', a 2 -8Ga 2 ) and (a, , Sa1 , a2 + da 2 ) are shown in

'.Figure 14.

For each lidar' observation, an extinction profile can be evaluated

by first integrating the lidar signaturebetween the lidar location and

range ri and then applying the resulting TY %alues with the u(Y)

S. . .. "17
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relationship (Equation 4) to determine an optical depth profile ui.

Differentiation yields the extinction profile a(r). An example of this

technique applied to lidar shots 550, 542, and 546 (used for analysis of

the Ilett method in Section 2.2) is shown in Figure 15. Solutions of

extinction profiles derived by the target method (Section 2.1) and by

the experimental data method with optical depth-to-integrated lidar

signal expressions defined by (a 1, a 2 ), (a, + 6al, a 2 -

Sal, and (a, -6a 1 , a 2 + 6a 2 ) are shown in Figure 15. These results

show the experimental data method provides extinction profiles in

general agreement with the target method for high transmissions but with

greater discrepancy for lower transmissions. This may be expected since

the target method is based on the single-scattering,lidar equation,

while the experimental data method includes effects of multiple

scattering. Because of multiple scattering, less attenuation correction,

is applied at greater depths within the smoke plume than with the single

scattering solution. For this reason, the experimental data method may

be more appropriate for evaluating extinction profiles through

relatively dense smoke and dust events.

III CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, extinction profiles nave been derived from lidar

data using three different methods. The target method requires a lidar

target return for each observation but provides extinction profiles that

when range Integrated give transmisslon data consistent with independent

transmissometer observations. The Klett ýethod, also based on the

single scattering lidar equation, can reproduce the extinction profile

derived from the target method when appropriate solution parameters are

used. However, expected uncertainties in the solution parameters can

result in , unacceptable errors in the extinction profile. The

experimental data method requires a known relationship between optical

depth and *path-integrated lidar signal. This *relationmhtp can be "1

derived from, lidar target and aerosol returnis or can 'be estimated from

-44-
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sxtinction-to-backscatter ratios. This method did not reproduce the

extinction profiles of the target or Klett methods--probably because

this method includes multiple scattering effects. Before any one method

is judged superior, we believe an experiment is needed that is de•-igned

to vail late lidar analysis methods. Such an experiment will require in

situ measurement of aerosol optical and/or physical densities along the

propagation path of lidar observations.
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Appendix B

"ERROR ANALYSIS OF LIDAR SOLUTION TECHNIQUES FOR
RANGE-RESOLVED EXTINCTION COEFFICIENTS BASED ON OBSERVATIONAL DATA"

Presented at SMOKE/OBSCURANTS SYMPOSIUM IX.
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ERROR ANALYSIS OF LIDAR SOLUTION TECHNIQUES FOR RANGE-RESOLVED EXTINCTION
COEFFICIENTS BASED ON OBSERVATIONAL DATA*

2. S. Uthe and J. 14. Livingstoit
SRI International

Menlo Park. CA 94025, USA

ABSTRACT

The SRI four-wavelength (0.53, 1.06, 3.8 and 10.6 10) lIdar system !-3 used during the Smoke
Week XI/SNOW-Tho field experiments to observe range-resolved backscatttr and target-reflected laser
energy along a horizontal path intersected by test obscurant aer'•ol.

Target reflected laser energy provided an excell•.rt measure of time-dependent path-integrated
extinction (e.g., transmission). These values alloW the range-resolved backacatter to be analyzed
in terms of range-resolved extinction when srngle-scattering is assumed. This two-ended (lidur and
target) method provides extinction dr•fiioents along the optical path that are consist-',,t with
independent tranamissometer ot.crvatlons. The values are the most accurate ,that can be derived from
the lidar technique when multlple scattering is limited.

Extinction profiles evaluated from the lidar/target method can be utilized to investigate the
limitations and accuracies of algorithms which are used to derive extinction data from lidar
backscatter signatures when no target return Is available. Single-ended lidar methods are needed
for vertical and slant-path measurements. Two single-ended techniques were investigated. 'The first
is the well-known Klett modification of the analytic solution to the single-scattering lidar
equation. The Xlett technique can reproduce the extinction profile derived from the lidar/target
method as expected since both are derived from the single-scatterrng lidar-equation. However, this
requiree relatively a&ocurate information on a boundary value of oxtinotion and the backscatter-to-
extinction relationship. Contour plots showing deviation of the Klett extinction profile from the
lidar/target extinction profile as a function of the solution parameters are presented.

A second method of deriving extinction profiles from single-ended lidar measurements is based
on an observed relationship of optical depth to path-integrated lidar signal. Zlch a relationship
..erived from lidar/target data Includes multiple scattering effects on the extinccion evaluation.
The method does not reproduca the extinction profile derived from the single-scattering lidar•tirget
and Klett methods - in•coating the importance of multiple scattering on the lidar baekscatter
signature.

1. BACKGROUND

Description of the- SRI van-Vounted four-wavelength (0.53. 1.06, 3.8 and 10.6 pa) lidar system

and its operation during the Smoke Week VIISNOW-TWO field program was presented at the

Smoke/Obsourants Symposium VIII (DeLateur et. al., 1984). Basically, -laser . pulses at the four

wavelengths were transmitted along a horizontal path. torminatod at a distance of 600 m from the

lidar by a target of uniform reflective properties over the Illuminated area. The laser pulses at

each wavelength were emitted sequentially within a 60 ma interval to reduce effects of time- and

space-varying aerosol concentrations on each four-wavelength pulse set. About 60 pulse sets were

transmitted for each miWute of operation. Collected energy baecki-attered from atmospheric aerosoLd

und energy reflected from the solid target was collected within a telescope and directed to

appropriate detectors using diohrolo filters. After logarithmic amplification, backscatter

signatures were digitized by an $-bit 100-1zt transient recorder and resulting digital records were

it--red on' nine-track magnetic tape for subsequent analyst*.

'This work was supported by the U.S. Ainy, Research Office. Geoosecnces
Division, under Contract DAAG29-82-K-'019t.
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2. DATA ANL.SIS rETHODS AND RESULTS

2.1 Target Method

Target returns observed by a lidar system can be interpreted in terms of transmission across

the lidar-to-target path. Previous results have shown that lLdar derived transmissions agree with

independent data records collected witP conventional two-ended transmissmters (Utrte et al.,

1983). Therefore. the four-wavelength lidar target returns collected during an obscurant event

pro. do the time history of transmission0 at aach wavelength and provide data to evaluate opticas

depth u--ln T relationships between wavelengths, as shown by the example presented in vigure 1.

20 TRIAL 218
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FIGURE I TRANSMI1SSION HISTORY AND OPTICAL DEPTH RELATIONSHIPS
FOR SMOKE GENERATED DURING TRAIl. 218 (3RP ZUNI ROCJKE"Si

Fernald et .(1972). amon others, '9ve shown that If the ratio of t 0Xtinotlon coefficent

•to the back3Cltter coof icient, k-o(r)/8(r), r'emains conrstant over th•e • ~erang Ino r b~eing

Investigated, then the twJo-way, tr'ansmittance, T2(r), follows ýrectly frm differentltaici of' the

basic 11dar" equation and 13 given by

2k() P(r)dr 1

.> Cv'
_,&•, .. *

9  to %( -
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In '2.. It euatio-n. P(r) is the Signal WdiOS6 amplitude 11 p'.-portional to the power received from a
sacaGoe.ing volumes at rang* r and Is corrected for the geometric range-squared effect and transmitted
,"c'jy variations. C is a lidar calibration constant.

Ph* constant k/C can be determined by cmining the known two-way transmittance between the
laser and the tareet with the lidar return signature Integrated over the same range. The value of

th~ oost& 2 .a c n Substituted beack Into (1) and coabined with integral of the received
backcscatter 3slj1Als to Intermediat, ranges to yield a horizontal transmission profile. Since
transm13Si;" 1s 3 .irectly related to optical depth through T2 (R) _ 0-2u(R). where optical

depth uC'R, a (r) dr. calculation of a transmission profile. isplies a corresponding extinction

profile. ik ?11l1 this the -targeto method of deriving an extinction profi~e because it requires the

use of ai ".rget to derive a constant k/C value. Figure 2 presents an example of an extinction

coefficient profile for a single lid'tr observation during an obscurant test for which a transmission
history Is presented In Figure 1.

E If the Yalu* Of k/C remains constant for(L03r-I T ~
*TRIAL2IU I a-given type of obscurant. this value of k/C

g .211 can be used to derive extinction, and
W mF transmission values from single-ended lidar

SObservations and. therefore. vertical and
0.11slant-path measurements would be p0ssibleb

0.01 -.. ~Values of k/C have been calculated for each
-j da N1wsot for the test with data shown Ii.X Figure t by using the 1.36 winwavelength,

w f target-derived transmissions. In addition,

F I 1 linear and beet-fit Gaussian means and
S 0 US4045standard deviations of k/C have been

RANGZE - meon calculated.; Thes, results are shown in
FIGURE 2. RANGE.- RESOLVED VOLUME EXTINCTION Figures 3 and 4 where it can be seen that the

COEFFICIEN4T (1.06 uumlALONI THE OPTICAL
PATH AT Z 4.SECONOS OF TRIAL 2.. two methods or copting a mean k/C yield
(TARGET METHOD0) similar results. Figure 3 shows that k/C can

undergo both gradual and rapidly fluctuating varia'sility that may be the result of pulse-ta-pulse
chang"s in lids.' system performance (transmitted energy, pulse shape and detector response) i well

as anges In the optical piroper tier of the scattering obecurant. The bean value of k/C was used to
reomopute the transmission history showniIn Figure 1. many non-physical transmissions, (17 percent
of the data record) resulted because equation I can easeily result In negative transmissions when
Improper k/C values are u -A. We conclude that the target method provides, accurate lidar-to-target
transissions and oneistent extinction ooeftieient prefile wena. multiple scattering Is not Impr

tant, but that k/C must be evaluated Independently for meen lids.' observation. Therefore', the method
does not appear suitable, for single-ended versloal and slant path obaervktiona.

2.2 .Klett Method

The *xtracti ,'i of ertinqtion ocetfiaients, from 11dm. measureamets taken In an Inhoejgeneous
atmosphere. much as through a smoke, or dust ve t. "1 a difficult task in the absence of a wniform
reflective target. Karly soutions LO the aingle-seattering lidar equation aseueed a baclcacatter-

3
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to-extinction relationship and a known value of extinction at a small ditsance from the lidar system

MVaezee et a&., 1969; Johnson and Uthe, 1971). However. La-saha rby Klett (19&?). these forward

Integration solutions typically yield numerically unstable results unless unM-alisti' solution

parameters are assumed. This is similar to the problem of evaluating equation I with small

uncertainties in k/C.

1.0 I •- 467u1fr'o

0.3o u I

S0.4

70n

FOOMIt K, HIST"ORY FOR 9MWE NNEIRATID 0UftA TRIAL "S8

o 2. I , I , t I""I.. i

-J2

0.20

O • AS CONS*T K OsIV4

I I I TRIAL 10.

Klett overcae the salimty prlem by sumng a pot lawo 1 aationship Uo we, n b€cscattor

and extinction and a knoti value of' extinction near th 0o4 of' tno lid~, .signature. leadingl to a
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oxp.t(S(R) - a)/']k(
e~ll) • ,,(2)

-1 2 ~
a a aip {CS(r).- S 2/k!' dr

where S(R) o ln[P(I)J. So - 8(im). go - (60). and 8 - oonat o The Klett solution requires an

assumed power law exponent k', and IcnoWledge of the extinction coefflelent aa at the reference range

Im. We have applied theo lett solution vith several different values of k' and a to derive

extinction profiles for three different lidar shots made during the obscurant test for which

transmission data is shouw In Figure 1.

Fbr each idar! Signature, extinction profiles derived using the Klett method :an be compared

with the extinction profile calculated using the target method. Following the analysis of Sasano

and Nakane (1984). relative root mea square errors, defined as

Cp r ,,ttli~~r) 1 Twrget(r)3 21

60 r5 aTrgt(r)(3

r-r

where n IS the Mebr Of range Mile along the path.* were oomputed for a range of kC' and em values.

0.
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The errors are shown in Figure 5 as plots of 6e percentage as a function of and k' tor laser

shot 546 of the test data shown In Figure 1. The Klett extinction profile yielding the smallest ras

difference from the extinction profile derived tfro the target method Is shown in Figure 6. The

near-equal extinction profiles of the Klett and target methods are expected as both solutions are

based on the single-scatterLng lidar equa-
I I I tion. Figure 7 presents Comparisons Ot the

targat method extinction profile with Klett
- - - Tmgm Sotkmon ,,Sh, -4

om - - Jmut method profiles for 10 percent changes In k'

SmK 'O) .I0 m" 1 ••3 and factor oa 3 changes in *. The values ot

- A k' I and a for the four Solut:lns shown in
SK' -0o -K02 Figue 7 are wared on the contour plot at

u -- Toem-19.% . Figure 5 by x's. The hanges in Ic' lead to

~0.01- jj ism error* af about 30 percent and the
chances in on lead to m errors of nearly 60

x L - percent. The resulting transmission errors
__" ___________________ are shown in Figure T. A 10 percent uncer-

0 2t 400 0 ainty In k-' esults in about 3 percent
RAN"• www Im

FIGURE I TARGET METHOO ANO SM$T-FIT KLETT METHOO 0.4 '

EXTINCT1ONf COEFF rICEW lS PROFILES

ILASER PII 50 Ie1

uncertainty In tranamission . A factor of 3 .0 wW1 Sl. sG.a1730mW2: .0 IMI2L
ucertaint7 In oa results In about 10 percent Kl

uncertaint of transmission. The trans- 0 6 W"I4m W3 lot-m'-

mission evaluated from the target return wes -

19.9 percent. I

F igur e 8 presents a contour plo.t of -raw

differences between K lett and target solu- W 0 -- -

tione for lidar shot vwMbr542. 'In this C L

cae, the t~ranaiso 4eivalae d byrusng 'hea

target me 25.6 percent. Again a 10 per•ent kS1I.-S

change In III causes an roei error of about 60 U I
percen t. Resulting extinction profiles and OAS.

transmission uncertainties Are shown i CewI3s@. , -Inut, -C
L won 2: 33aW4 w-1*

Figure 9 and differences from target-derived OA2

values are about the ease for laser shot

5546 presented above. CW"1 117

dferenesieF betwen Koetto and t arget•IkIE••01II

Figure 1Q presents a contour' plot of rae

solutions for lider shot nuebe. 550. -In this

52.3 percent. The 10 percent Change In k# RAGE AMie

and, factor o, 3 chang in %~ give higher rms VIGIJR17. EXTINCTMO4COEFPPIENT PFILES FOR
errors (nearly 40 and so percent gteCRIuMOMD VALUES OF K, 0.'
r"eepetiely) than for the leWnr trMemission IASN O
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laser firings presented Above. Resulting extinction profilse and transmlsoion 'uncertainties are
showe In figure 11. irnM Lesion differences are about 4 to 6 percent for 10 percent change In k'
and aeabout 17 to 21 Percent for a factor'or 3 change In.*%. From this result, It appears that
Klett solutions for conditions of hIgher transmission* art more senstive to uncertaii~ttes in kc'
and.*

2.3 9xpertmental Data Method
A ubrof, researchers hae" found a linear correlation between baCkacatter and extinction3

.coefficients tor typical particle asio distribations and visible or near-infrared radiation. This
ipilies a linear relationship between optical depth Wan path-integrated range-aorreoted lidar signal
for low density aerosols. Mte (1"1) derived Optical depth-to-integrated Hioar signal
relationships. based an transmissions evaluated. from target returns snd corrsponding lidar
backacatter signatures for snake. aft dust events. Waing the 1.06 me wavelength transmissions shown
Ia. Figure I and corresponding lidar beokacatter signatures, a plot -or optical depth to path
Integrated lidar signal io shows In Figure 12. Iach data point Is derived from a single lidar
observation. A nmo-linses least-squarse curve-fitting method (UevIngton. 1969) vas used with the
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A-8 data presented in Figure 12 to *valuate the best fit a, and a2 parameters of Ithe following

expression:

-a I
- u(Y) - a,? (1 0 (4)

where Y is the path- integrated lidar signal and u is the optical depth evaluated from the target

return method. The best-fit relationship (a,.. a2 ) and the upper and lower uncertainty limits as

defined by Bsvington (& + 6a,. &2 - 6a2') and (a, - ga1,..a 2 * &2 are shoam in Figure 12..

For each lidar observation. an extinction profile can be evaluated by first. integrating trioe

lidar signature between the lidar location and range r, and then applying the resultIng 1 1 values

with the u(Y) relationahip (Equation 4) to determine an optical depth profile ul. Differentiation

_____________________________ yields the extinction profile a(r). An
OA T O .' XaIMPIOf thi3stechniique applied tolidar

oms03 ON T:O 21 HO ht 550. 542. and 1546 (used for analysis Of

0.02 Ou2: 1.06 30.1% Tar sekpige n the Klett method in Section 2.2) is shown in

0.25 e40m Kim =ttm~uifs Figure 13. Solutions of extinction profiles

L.0 SK10-4 m 1 derived by the tarlet method (Section 2.1)

0.015 ,Iand by the experimental data method with op-
0.01 tic-1 depth-to-integrated lidar signal

~. Kexpressions defined by (a,. a2). (aI * 8a1.
0.006 ~a2 - "2), - and (aI - Ias, , &2-62 are shown

0 L---- In Figure 13. Thee. results show the, expert-
I I I Imental data method providem extinction pro-

Om tile, in general areement with thetarget
Om s (.080 ml_ method for high tranmmisaions but with

on 0mwl : Js0o ' greeter disaoepena for lower transmits-

001 wm2: 1.87010-e-' -o nkomgldm, stone. This miy be, expected since the target87vj w,'m I mthod is based an the Single-s_ trn

T ~ 1lidar equation Witter the experimental data

Loaui ..mmethod Includes effsects of multiple scat-

2 aw: 41A%1 A~t tering. for this reason. the, experimental

-------- evaluating extinetion 'profiles through
I I I relatively d~m m or duet events.

0 200 . No

FIGUiE 9 EXTINCTION COEFPPCIENT PROPILES FOR
INCAPAENTIO VALUES Of K' AM~e
ILASER SOT 5421

3. CONCLUIONCE

In this paper. extinction profilee have been derivied from lidarldata using three different

methods. The target method requires a ltdar target return for each observation but provides

extinction profiles that WMe range Integrated given transmission data consistent with independent

trasamiaeometer observations. The Klett method, also based on the single scattering lidar equation.
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can reproduce the extinction profile derived from the target method when appropriate solution
parameters are used. However. expcted unerItainties in the solution parameters can result in
unacceptable error* In the extinction profile. ,The experimental data method requires a known

relationship between optical depth derived from lidar target returns and path-integrated lidar
signal derived from aerosol scattering. Extinction-to-beokscatter ratios can provide estimates of
the needed relationships. This method did not- reproduce the extinction profiles of the target or
Klett methods-probably because this method Includes multiple scattering, effects. Before any one
method is judged superior. ws believe an experiment. is needed that is designed to validate lidar

analysis methods. Such an expertment Vill require In situ measurement of aerosol optical and/or
physical densities along the propaegation path of lidar observations.
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Appendix C

"FOUR-WAVELENGTH LIDAR MEASUREMENTS FROM SMOKE WEEK VI/SNOWo-TdO"ff

Presented at SMOKE/OBSCURANTS SYMPOSIUM VIII

*f
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Vrewcted at
S9OKE/ OSCUR.ANS SYMPOSIUM V"
HaAuq Diamond Laborata.tiLes

UNCLASSIFIED Adetphi, MD - 17-19 AptU 1 9.
F0UR-WAVUE GTH LI MNEASURDIT

noM smU WM VýI/SKOV-_TO

S.A. DeUaeur, j.2. Nielsen,
I.2. Uthe and' J.M. Livingston

SRi International
Menlo Park, CA 94025

A&STRACT (U)

(U) SRI International's four-wavelength lidar systmn wrs used to-mks backscattar and crans-

mission observatios at lase. waveengths of 0.53, 1.06, 3.8, And 10.6 =a during the Smoke Week VI/

SPV-TIM field -olgrn.. Laser pulses were transmitteed Along A hojionta path termlnated at a distance

of 600 a from the U1dar by a target with uniform reflective properties over the ifIuinated area.

Target returns are interpreted in'terms of tiae-depeandent lase energy crasmlsKsn over the path, and

provide the mans to interpret lidsr backscatter signatures In terms of range-dependent extinction

Coefficients. Although the data analysis program is in its early stage, an example of the- technique is

presented. Some results obtained from the SNOW-ONU-l tests are also included.

I.- (U) ZITRoUCTON

(U) The Smoke Week VI/SNOM-T•O pragrm wa• conducted by the U.S. Atmy Smoke/Obscurants pm and

CRIEL during the 1983-64 winter at Grayling, Michigan, Various optical sensors were uscd to make propa-

gation measurements throt-4h both natural and wen-mede obscurants. With fVnding from the U.S. Army

Research Office, S1 International pavticipated by making ldar measurnemcs simitaneously at wave-

lengths of 0.53, 1.06, 3;8, and 10.6 us.

(U) The objectives of this program were to

s Evaluate transmissions for natural and generated obscurants at DoD laser wavelensths

, Evaluate multiple-scattering effects wvth multi-wavelength Ldar observations

A Interpret uulti-wavelength backcatter signatures in term of aerosol optical, and

physical densities, and particle characteristics, along the propgation paths

0 Derive statistical models describing the spatial and co@porgI variability of obecurants

along propagation paths.

2. (U) MULTUVELZNGTI LMIAR SYSTIM

(U) The multiwavelength lidar systmn is installed within a 6-meter long van to facilitate opera-

ti"ms at tOint sites (tigure 1). Laser pulses are transmitted elther ver=tlcaly or hori•sontally at

UNCLASSIFIED
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(U) collected energy backacattered from atno-

spheric targets. and energy reflected from solid

targets, is collected within the telescope and di-

rected to appropriate detectors using dichroic

filters. Detector' outputs are loagrithmically an-

plified and digitized by 6-bit. 100-M01= and 12-bit

S 10-Maz transient recorders. Transient recorder out-

puts are displayed on an oscilloscope, and are

W SX~M.in~iU5Um~U?.utm~flnws written on magnetic tape under control of an LSI-11

microcomputer system.

(U) The four-wavelength system was first used'

during the SNOW-ONE-I tests conducted at Grayling,

Michigan. during November and December 1983. Data

collected showed that greater receiver dynamic range

and shorter recovery time from large amplitude

FIGURE 1 FOUR.WAVELENGT LICAR SYSTEM
IN 6-METER-LONG VAN CM

wavelength& of 0.53, 1.06, 3.8 and 10.6 uzm by using m

Nd:YAG,, DY, an CO2 lasers. The transmitter optics

direct the laser pulses to a comiono path coaxial 'LC

with a 12-in Newtonian telescope. as shown In

Figure .2. A series of laser pulses at each of the0

four waveengths are transmitted sequentially with-

In a 6.0 uas intervul. Therefore, ef-fects of time-

and space-varying aerosol distributions on the

inalti-wavelamgth lidar stasurenoents are minimized. ro

FIGURE 2 BLOCKC DIAGRAM OF THE SRI FOUR-WAVELENGTI4 hOAR

UNCLASSIFIED
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signals were needed to evaluate dense obscurant distributions along the propagation path. A significant

part of our program was directed to improvefent of the, lidar receivers fog application to the Smoke Week

VI/SNOW-TWO exparimenta. New extended-range logarithmic amlif jets were ýý -&led on thfý 0.53 -,, and

1.06 usn wavelenith channels. The new amplifiers extended the dynamic rang* f:,.:m four to. six orders of

magnitude (i.e., from 40 to 60 dB). Because the detector foi the 3.8 and 1.0.6 wen wavelength channels

wee the limiting component, a time-gate circuit was added to the detector pre-aimplifier so that dense

aerosol returns near the lidar could be electrically attenuated, while returns at greater distances

could be fully amplfise.

CU) In addition to the retol.ver modificationa, the computer-controllei data digitization and coc-

ponents in the computer system 'iere updated. New $-bit, 100-alM and 12-bit 10-48z transient recorders

were installed wichin a CAIIAC coasette along with the LS81-11 computer. Software was stored on 5-1/4 inci

floppy disk units which were also installed within the CAMAC chassis. Therefore, the syser.w was sub-

stantially reduced In Si2e while increasing capabilities and improvin rejection of Ill noise from laser

firings. the Smoke Woek VT/SR0V-TWO program was the first teat of these no lidar modifications.

3. (U) 'DATA COLLZCTION ?MOGRM

(U)' The four-wavelength lidar van was transported to Grayling, Michigan, and positioned alongside

traeamiseometer systems operated by the U.S. Army Atmospheric Science Laboratory (ASL) and the U.S.

Nay(NIL). A solid lidar target was installed about 600 a distant from the lidar, anJ near the path-

termination hardware for the transuissometer sensors. Therefore, zhe lidar-tarset path was nearly

parallel and separated by only a few =cters from the transeissometer paths.

(U) Lidar observationsl periods were restricted in duration because of laser eyer-safoety considers-

tions. Operations were conducted only at times when approvial was granted by the field coordinator.

Because of theme. restrictions, only liitted Uidna calibration data were obtained. The lidar normally

operated' about five minutes before the start of each obecurant test until five-to-tes minutes after the

test start. -Unlike lidar operations on the SNOW0U.f! tests, laser transmissions; at all four wavelengths

ware allowed. The lidar operational tines and obscurants observed are givem in Table 'I.

UNCLASSIFIED
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TABLE I. (U) LIDA& 0ERA1•INS
Smok. Week VI/SNO.-TWO

TRIAL DATE TIM TAPE MATERIAL TYPE

101 1/10/84 10:42-10:50 6 Diesel Fuel Generator

102 1/11/86 11:07-11:16 10 Fog Oil Generator

202 1/11/84 11:42-11:53 10 Fog 01 Generator

114 1/11/CA 13:58-14:06 11 R? from L8A3

214 1/11/84 14:38-14:46 11 R? from L8A3

203 1/12/84 8:58-9:12 12 Z12 Geerator

118 1/12/86 11:33-11:45 12 I? Zuni locker

210 1/12/84 12:00-12:24 13 11W Z=mi locket

218 1/12/86 14:58-15:11 13 (3) IF. Zumi lockets

107 1/12/864 15:43-15:56 14 foreign HC Pots

105 1/12/84 16:56-17:02 15 Experimental "C" Generator

122 1/13/AA 8:58-19:16 16 fog Oil Generator in Snao

222 1/1'3/86 9:28-9:36 16 Fog Oil Generator in- Snow

104 1/13/84 13:03-13:11 17 2t2 + Fog Oil Generator

204 1/13/84 13:21-13:.0 17 112 Fog 011 Generator

116 1113/86 14:24-14:31 18 SLmlated 155m BE

310 1/13/86 15:03-15:22 18 (3) PUP Zmlm lockets

418 1/11/84 15:53-16:06 .19 (3) ?P Zuni lockets

111 1/13/86 16:49-17:02 19 1W LUST

216 1/14/•4 9104-9:10 20 Simulated ,155mui N

'213 1/14/84 9:52-10:01 20 132 ]I76

125 1/16/84 86:39-914 21 lZpertmitaL "C" Gamerator

128 1/16/84 12:30-12:47 22 Foreign Pots

302 1/16/8•4 13:45-13:55 23 Fog Oil Generator

316 1/16/84, 16:30-16:42 23 Simulted 135M Nm

4. (U) DATA SD

(9)' A four-veweLeath be•keecatter digtaL record is obm ia Ftiure 3. The transient recorder ts

nLaticied just prior to the firse laser firing. ead d"leities €otciseedmy at 10 as (1.5.) intervals

for about 60 me. The tim period between the 0.53 aw 1.06 evelemgth data to determLned by the

"eparalm tim betmim two Laser plsee derived ftrom the se flas lam snmeitatiom of 'the Nd:YAG laser.

A kelatively loeg period ws usOd betwmeem the 3.8 mm &ad 10.6 wm laser firings e the "m deteccor is

used, end OWe tim Is meeded for detector er.abiUsatiom after observing the large |m1Ltude 3.8 ua

target return. Figure 3 above that the 1.3 a (100-M6) resolution of the 8-bit dliitiser pTovtdee v#lid

target amplitude igpalse at all vewleath. The 1S-a resolutiom (10-eMU) of the 12-bit d tl:iloer did
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set provide saleabe target amplitude data at 0.53 uosaed 1.06 irn. hccordiftas1. the 5-bit 100-Hua data

TeOrM ag are belag useed on the data aselyol preep

(0) The I our-ewevlsimph beckscagter sigmature stored withia the tr~ateist recorder amory (]Figure

3) ca be used to generate lediwidual werelsmoth backseatter Signsturee os, the display oftllioscope (uS"

Figure 2). Figure 4 preeafet oscllosecope d"splays fot cleew aIr commilein emo 13 Jamuery. The Initial

signal rise Is, a resale of the movergemc. of the tru -teed pasle with the rese iver field of view.

The tsear-air remge-reselved, aigmal tall. off as inwerve rasge-equanei. The target rters I 1600~. from

the Wiar peetl:es. The retsv athaeet )W a reseiats from a owy wire used to eavPper the meteorological

tint. The ge, wire ws ietLa.Lied after U1dar-tsget peecloolael.d Juse before the Smoke Week 71

series of tests., Mire adtarget retwrm prewi. La~ormsele em pmLee shae" at seth I"ee w"eelmsch.

The sertesa laser pulse deratIge Is at 0.53 we feLleved by the 1.06. 1O.i se 3.6 me Wavelength pulses.

MU Bseomse the clear-air watterlag dearme.~ with Laereseiag wevelmagth while the target returns

remain relatively comet..: with Waelenmgth. the tarset-tv-4elMsrair ratio iaereseee with vevelemgth

sheb em the 0.53 ad 1.06 on vwevlosph si~Smures. Mlew air stattmia at 3.8 and 10.6 me is observed

eealy a: short resges. Therefore. ohbawytile of rcser alt seateriag aed target rereeme requires 0,
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COMMTt.

greater ree*eiwe dtins romwe at loeege wevel~~eme. A. iesee LaOOM isetioge 2. the dyauic tan$* of

the 0.53 ON 1.06 goww~elmgft reever, use iaureee"'b h"If adignwinie dymic cane. (SOdg) loga

ritbfc mlifiere. A preaplfier gating circit me imstalled to Improve the dynamic range of the

3.8 OWd 10.6 aim Wavelength receivers. TMextended dyinio a is. ulif iot at 0.53 and 1.06 iim per-

fore"i As ftgctad. bowever. the loting clircit for 3.8 an 10.& vs vae dealae for amee with a ee

cilia detector. This detector tailed during the Hiol pbogrom.n was replaced. Vb ase" with the

replaced detstetts *the satin lutrodcad a transien sia" that inaterfered with the torget return.

Therefore, the gating we set used em the Smk eek. U Th YI33C-T1 tests. lather, optical f ilters were

seed on the 3.8 and 10.6 ime wavelength syotumm to prevent target and domme aerosol saturation of re-'

Celvere.lectronics. AS a tcmeequemee. 1o-ieuel cleat-el: ecattev-ng norma~lly was set observed.
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(U) jigure 5 presents individual wavelength backacatter signatures recorded during a light

snooWall. A UdS optical filter was added to the 0. 53 ~m and 1.06 us mwvelengthý receivers to prevent

receiver saturation by the large amlitude returna from the snow near the lidar van. Range-resolved

sno returns are, observed almost to the target w.ith the 3.8 ma am -10.6 im lidar wavelengths.

LIGHT SM(AALL 16 JAM=AR 1M81

8S IT 100, ft

10 -UV38jm1.6I

MU[$LK" ACOCMNMTUU TOZ .M 3al~m ORLIMTMWL
COMM-

(U)figre P o w~losepe-wto pod 14a bomette simetoo ha wos, ecode

nerteado TW 1 U4.s),Tesoeoetwssmrtd yde bt bsbru oku

TM ldw eco frm th reatielytepugs ee"we l graw pltv" bm te trge reurn

Am e'atey=wsrcuermlst .3m ee14 ~&rtriita esal dsia
tosaptotetre eus.Ath aoWa itm orms("frt lo oeog*)

th MMpacsear paill weegd adth esltn siftrtunsae ail deti abef o

two rtoo Inmiimitw b oedtatte yw" eursisFgw' remredffel
to @porto rm te sokeretrom or be eagr Vaso ystme.
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3 2W RVIJVS TRIAL 310 13 JAWURY 1%4 Z +9 MINUTES

8 SIT -100 Ni

10GM/DIV 3.52PA~ 1fl0 /DIV 10. 6pm

PHIUG4J LIOA* ACKSCArrIR SaNATURESAT0J2XIii3. 18 d I05pmP0* UrrnfIPOPHOROUS
SOKE AT Z + S MINUtTES OF TRIAL 310

(U3) The four-wavelength backscatter signatures stored on magnetic tape can be processed as in-

tensity v3dulated displays vhieh Illustrate the time sad spae variability of smoke and target lidar

returns Owcurring during a smoks trial., Figure 7 presents such a display for data collected during

Trial 218 on 12 Januar 1984. The inka avest wse generated by three red phosphorous Zuni rocket',

Figuer 7 Indicates that the smoke completely obscured the target at all four lida~r-wavel.v*g,.b. However,

the target wes again observed within a half-eiaute at the 1.06 me. 3.8 um. and 10.6 us wavelengtha.

The target was obscured for about 2 ialiee" at 0.33 u. Detailed structure of the smoke dia'ersiou is

observed at 0.53 and,1.06 ýau but not at 3.8 aud 10.6 me because of longer pulse lengehe ad lower de-

teeter booduidthe of tbo far Infrared systems.

(U) Figure S presents an Intensity modulated display for Trial 125 conducted on 16 January 1984.

Smoke from foreign pots was *ery effective to obseuring the target at 0.53 and 1.OG mm, but not at
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TRIAL 21U 3AP ZUNI ROCKETS 12 JANUARY 1114 a SIT/100 MHz

PO I aIIMAd

z z 5 Z+ 10

TIME

FIGURE?7 RANGE/TIE INTENSITY MODULATED OISPIAY GENERATED FROM POUR-WAVELENGTH
LIDAR BACICSCA11ER SIGNATURES COLLECTED DURING TRIAL 218

3.8 on sa 10.6 ma. Becname of tbs large attensatiom at 0.53 in sed 1.06 Pa. structure of the Internal

pirns is not observed.. For this case. plums structure is best detemuised f cam the longer wavelength

system eVe though they are linited In spatia resolution.

(U) Tha'asalyals progren was In Its early stages at the ties this paper was written. Therefore.

only preltatuiary data sil be presented here, and final results will be published elsewhere. Also sowe

results Obtained from the UOU-O1111-1 progrom. are used to illustrate anlyst* methods not yet applied to

the Smoke Week V!/SUOW-TflI data base.
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(U) The first task of the analysis program was to evaluate the response of the lider receiver

from calibration data collected during the Smoke Week VI/SNOW-?.KO period. Receiver calibration con-

sisted'of Inserting optical filters of known attenuation In front of the detector, and of making lider

observations. The decrease in target returne Introduced by the optical filter provides a meassurement of

the response of the lidar receiver in' terme of the numnber of digitizer counts per dB of attenuation. In

practice, three filters of different attenuation mre used to evaluate linearity and response over the

dynamic range of the receiver. The response factors then are used to correct backacarter slinatures in

term. of relative light input into the lidar receiver. Pulse-to-pulse transmit energy variations were

recorded and these data were used to normalize the backscatter signatures to a constant transmit level.

TINAL in POEIGN PMT W JANUARY 11M 9 OTIM tS M

-r -OL OMe

A&- ON"

I3 Ism

z Z. #.IQ

FIGUReSo RAmGVTirme INTENSITY MOCULATIED DISPLAY 6EN.-RATED FROM POUft-WA VELENdTI4
LIDAR 9ACICSCATTER SIGNATURES COLLACTED DURING TRIAL 121

(U) Lidar data Collected during the SUOUE-3W tests shoved that the target returns tould be in-

terpreted In terms of treasmiseice that agreed well with traundseiom measured by two--ended trans-

missometer systems (Uthe at a.,. 1903). Y7w example, ]Figure 9 presents lidar and MM1 transuis&somter

records obtained at a wa-velength of 1.06 jme during an 11 screener smoke, event conducted on 8 Decemer
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1982. Ecallent ageement is obtained, althouth the two observational paths were separated by about 3m

In the horizoutal. Therefore, the lidar/target transmission values are considered vald,. and can be

used to validate various methods for interpreting aerosol backscatter signatures in terms of optical

density.

(U) Figure 10 presents an example of four-wavelength lidar-evaluatei transmssions for the

Smoke Week VI Trial 218 (see Figure 7). The moke event was generated by three red-phosphorous rockets.

The pre-event target returns are used to normalias the trancmiseios evaluations to lOOZ. Fluctuations

in the 0.53 us wavelength may be the remut of dLgitixer errors for large amUlitude (target) signals.

Hovever, the fluctuations are not a problem at lover transmission vslues (e.g., mall target returns).

Figure 10 shove that the attenuation at 0.53 wa ise over tvo time gr•ter tham at 1.06 usn. Attenuation

ac 3.8 un and 10.6 us is only about one-four of that at 1.06 wa. The relatively little data-point

"scattar in the optical depth plots indicatos that space and time variations of thes obscurant cloud did

not effect the sequential mal•iple-vavelength laser tramnnissious. Also. the wavelength dependence re-

mained relatively coestcut during the test. Lndicating that particle sixes, shopes, and compositions also

rems relatively constant. Lover attenuation than expected at 1.06 me for large optical depths can be

explained by muLtiple-scactering. an discussed later in this paper.

(U) Analysis of lidar backscatter signatures

in terms of aerosol optical density along the A

proepagstion path normally begins by assuming the -

volume extinctlon coefficient a is related to the

volum backscatter coefficient S by the e epressiou

aakt. Thee, the reage-corrected single- a

scatterIng Widar equatioa FTM)- C(1) asp

(-2 f4(aizi can be aaalytecally solved for o(S)

when k &ad a bhondary value of o at range sar • it

known (Mett, 1981; Viesee et al.. 1969). However,

PIGUREO COMPARSON OP TRANMdISSION HISTORIES
the single scattering sass tion is not volid for GgMl 9jV Tgy E 146Na SRI L|OAR ANO THE

large optical depths; and, therefore, this tech- NRL TRAMIIOMITER FOR IR SCREENER SMOKE

1VENTOFSOICEMSER tUn
aique way be of little use for evaluating dense
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20
10 2 RIP ZUNI ROCKETS-

1~- 0.53 Am

' "---10.65J;

-2 0 2 4 a.
TIME-miua

2.0

z 2.5. "

2.0.

1.5 ~.UM0 .
2. 2 U1 .0S U2. O.6ULS U 0  0.20 U1 .08

-W-

0.5 U1.0 U 1. F "
0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 4

OPTICAL DEPTH AT INDICATED WAVELENGTH (X) U)

FIGURE 10 TRANMISSION HISTORY AND OPT!CAL DEPTH4 RiLATIOt4SSIPS FOR SMOKCE G.ENERATED
DURING TRIAL 21813 RP ZUXI ROCKETSI'

obscurants. The a - kA relationship can be Investigated by relating target-evaluated optical depth

tf - -in? -Jada to path,-integrated lidar umignal f0dR. For soall V. k -o/$ can be evaluated from a

calibrated lider. The relationship of optical depthr-ta-integrated lidar return includes effects of at-

tmoustion and multiple' acattaring. and therefore, uy be usaeul'for Interpreting single-ended lidar

observations In terse of transelasion of laser energy through dma.o obscurant eownto. 'However, privious

results (luthe, 1981) have shewa relatively large data point scacttp between U and J~dR. This may be

a result of experimental, errors associated with lidar receivers of liatted dyannic range and bandwidth,

and was a major reason for oxtening the dynonic range and response of the four-wavelongth Ildar

* 'receivers (aee Section 2).

(U) Figure 11 presents 1.06 us wavelength optical depths-plotted against 1.06 usn path-integrated

ýIdar signals for data collected during Trial 218. Although the. guy wire introduces additional uncar-

talnty in the integrated backscatter'velues, the data point mcatter Is less than that observed in

previous studies. This Indicates that Improving the dynowle range and response of the hider receiver

UNCLASSIFIED
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has impro 'ved the relationship of the lidar signal to I I I I IIIl

optical density tern*. At low optical depth values,

a near linear relationship is obtained, indicating SMOKE WEEK VI/SNOW TWO
tht hea k relationship is valid. At l 1arge TRIAL 218 3 RP ROCKETS

optical depths, less lidar signal is observed be- 1*6inWVLNT

cause of the attenuation.
2-S

(U) Another method is being inaveedigated for
L,

providing ptrofiles of eztinction coefficients. We

assme that the -I-eu-n target return results from.~

non-scattered and near-forward scattered light.*
LS 0

Other rnattiply-ecattered light incidenst on the a. *

target arrives later then the non-scattered and

forward-scat;ered light. Therefore, the lidar 4~9 -

target-derived extinction coefficient (e.g., trans- 0Sr

mission) Is representative of smell-angle multiple-

scattering (i.e., the singlo-scattering coefficient f I *I *I I

a is reducwed by t .he forward-scattering): 046 s

"a f a lf(B) do FIGURE 11 OPTICAL DNTM4TO.PATH-INTEGRATED LIOAR SIGNALJ-f'orward RELATIONU4IP OERIVEO FROM 1.08 on WAVELENGTH
direction UIOAlt SIGNATURES RECOROEO OURING TRIAL 218

If the scattering part icles are of small size,, the forward-scattering ters -is smell, and 0. ala for targeat

evoluated tranamssion, even for donse obscurants. When the scattering particles are large (310 urn) * the

korwar+-scattering terwi at shorter ww'el,-ngtho Is large and offectimeLy Increases lidar-derived trans-

alssonms. Tranemissomaer vs.ludo mey .i increased even more if receiver aperture sizes, are larger than

those used for the lidar. Therefor-,. larger lidar-obeerved tranamisslems are ezpected. ac: shorter wave-

lengths for obacurants with laz~e particle sizes. This Is illustrated in Figure 12 for data collected

during a snbvf all at the SAOM-ONZ-3 program. Attenuation at 10.6 us is abouten0 greater (e.g., smaller

traemodssions) then attenuation at 1.06 un. Longer wavelength systems designed to better penetrate cooke

aobcurantu may he less effective in penetrating snowfall.
k(U) The single-seatterIng Wiar equation can be solved in term. of the single constant. (after

Fernald at al., 1972)s

where T is the target-evaluated transmission, and Ris the rangs0 to tbhs target. Then kcan be used with

the path-integrated rang---correctod lid&* signal itP(t)da, snd the selation equation, to evaluate
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zLIGHT SNOWFALL 1O~i
<11 DECEMBER 1962 - 3.8"

10 12 14."

TIME - kmwe I

u *ID ii06 q1.*,1 3
.J- I

0 ~

a 2 & . 0 0.2 .4 .. .

OPTCA *E" AT INICTE WAVELENGT (X) d. Ul.*Ulm.. 10*
FIUE1. TASISONHS0YAN.PIALDPHRLAINHP FO IGTNWALT00

ON 11. CMIIR1

optca dpch(o atintiu)to ane .o Becus the:: 4drtre vlae rnasin r sdt
oeenn thouinpoidsrnersledotcl...e'sta nld ppod t utpe0. *' .

Scattering~~ efet.A xsl frogmmIe pia dphadtaois t10 si rsne

opica diuept 1o. Tetinctisol)ution greatly ipleued the opica agtealuanstedo thesisn far sd fte osused t

cloud, as viewed from the lidar.

(U) Aisother objective of this study iWe to investigate methods ofdescribing spatial and temporal,

variability of obscurnut densities along propagation paths. One method is Illustrated in figure 15.

The Uidar transmission record presented in Figure 9 (11 Screener Smok -" 1.06 urn wavelength) was used

'to compute the niinber and duration of smoke hboLe.-' A hole occurs when the tranusmisson becomes greater

than a specified (threshold) tranesiscion value, &ad then later, becomes less than the specified value.

Vigure 15 shows that the number of holes Is gresatst sit 502 transmission. However, duration of the holes

iigreatmeý for lower traosmsi"on values. Similar analysis has been conducted for transmission

'patches.' These results provide a measure of obscurant effectiveness at DOD laser wavelengths. Ludwig
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at a&1. (1984 -in this proceedings) are azam~nip~i

lidar two-dimensional corss sections of smii a revet

to describe the spatial distribution of swake mW reK WEKVINO e

TRIAL 219 1 RV ROCKETS
clear air parcels. Le Z - 3 -SECONDS

Ii um WAVELENGTH

(.) S. (Uj) CONCLUJSIONS Tauig~e

()Ldris fzie beat method to remotely ob-

serve the spatial And temporal dis tribution of oh- .
scurant clouds. Although lidar also provides a

method to remotely evaluate aerosol densities and IL
a M0 400GO

particle characteristics, the technique is limited NNW-sen

by receiver dynamic range and bandwidth, and by un- FIGURE 13 RANGE-RESOLVEO OPTICAL DEPT AND TRANS-
I MISSION (1.06 ton) ALONG THE OPTICAL PATH

certainties in various analysis tect-niquea. ?or AT Z +3SECONDS OF TRIAL 218

dense obscurants, multhple-ecattering effects are

important, and analytical- solutions to the single scattering lidar equation normally are not appropriate

and other methods must be used.

TRA 216 3 OF NOCKM RA&VSMHt#ASW

so3 RINC 1.095.. WAVIL5NGTH

so T

Is V MWrMU OIJNA110t4
00 I W3

00 famlie of "CUM4

FIGURE 14 RANGE.RISOLVEO VOLUME EXTINCTION 30
COEFFICIENT (1.06 WsnI ALONG THE OPTICAL
PAT14 AT Z 43SECONDS OF TRIAL 213

FIGURE IS NUM1*ER AND00DURATION OPI4OLES ATA
WAVELEOGT OF 1.0 on FOR AN I R SCREENER

MOOCE EVENT OF suow.omg.s
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(U) This paper presents two methods to provide useful inormation on t~io density of obscurant

clouds. However, one of the methods relies on the'use of a target to evaluate the extinction-to-

backacatter ratio and lidar-calibration constant. The other method requires a target to derive an inte-

&rated lidar signal-to-optical depth relationship, and "sumes this relationship is characteristic of

the same smoke type so that it can be applied to similar smoke events.* Both methods can be used to

evaluate optical density along the propagation path. The target methods would be particularly useful in

the case of a doenwerd-viewing airborne lidar where the ground surface provides a target return, and the

system can make observations over large regional areas, or track smoke clouds to greater downwind dis-

tam"e. This 'technique already has been used to msecs vertical transmission measurements of forest fire

It
smoke at 0.53 us end 1.06 us (Uthe at al.. 1982). Of course, if -6is determined to be a constant,

single-ended measurements of optical density are feassible.

CUr) The data analysis program is continuing with support from the Army, Research. Office, Goosciences

Division. and final results will be presented in the near future. Results already obtained have shown

the importance of lidar receiveL dynardc range and response for making quantitative density measurements

along propagation paths.
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Appendix D

"SNOW-ONE-B MULTI PLE-WAVEL.ENGTH LI DAR MEASUR&.!ENTS"

Presented at SNOW SYMPOSIUM III,
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(U) SNOW-M--B MVL.TIfLE-WAVCTH
LIDAR MEASURDLENTS

Edward E. Uthe, SRI International
Stephen A. DeLateur, SRI International
John Livingston, SRI International
Norman B. Nielsen, SRI international

(U) A&STRACT

(U) Llda'r observations of natural patches. In addition, preliminary back-
and generated obscurants were made during scatter analyses are presented.
the SNOI-OIE-B field program. Laser
pulses at Infrared wavelengths of 1.06 (U) INXM DUCTION
Vim, 3.8 us. and 10.6 tm vere transmitted
along a comon path teruinated by a pas- (U) SNW-OwZ-3 was part of a field
sive reflector located about 600 a from test series conducted by the U.S. Army
the 1ldar. Each pulse set (30 sets/ Coll Regions Research and Engineering
minute) was transmitted vithin a 130-us Laboratory (CIEEL) to determine the
time Interval. Laser energy back- effects of natural and man-made obscur-
scattered by aerosols and reflected by ants on ultraviolet through millimeter-
the target was collected within a 12-inch wove propagation in winter environments.
telescope and optically directed to The SNOW-ONE-3 tests vere conducted at
appropriate detectors. Resulting range- -Grayling, Nichigan., during November and
dependent lar signals were logarith- December 1983. The tests included elec-
mically amplified, digitized at a 3-a trom•nettc propagation, aerosol charac-
resolution. &ad stored on magnetic tape terizacion, and meteorological data
for subsequent analysis. collection.

(U) Analysis examples are presented (U) Under sponsorship of the U.S.
illustrating the evaluation of the timw Army Research Office (AIO), SRI Inter-
history of tranmiassion based on observed national participated in the SNOW-ONE-3
target returns. High correlations field program by making multiple-
between optical depths at different wave- wavelength 11dar measurements of back-
lengths indicate that time and space scatter and attenuation of aerosol clouds
variation of aerosol concentrations have at laser wavelengths of 1.06 tm, 3.8 um,
little effect ot a pulse set'. Linear and 10.6 uas. This paper presents first
relationships •tween the optical depths results from analysis of the SNVW-O•-B

indicate that ,ltiple scattering effects Widar records. -.. analysis program is
are minimal. Slopes of the linear rela- continuing.
tionships provide eestlmtee of the rela-
tive effectiveness of the obscurant at,
each wavelength. (U) MULTZWAVELMDIGT LWAR SYSTEM

(U) Lidar transmission histories are
compared to transmissometer values, and (U) The SNOW-OWE-I experiment wasare analyzed In terms of the total time the first application of a now multiple-
for which transmission was less than any vwvelength van-oumnted lidar system
spewified value. The data is described especially designed for remote character-
oi tervs of tranmmission holes and isatIon of aerosol densities and particle
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characteristics. -.s shown in Figure 1, achieved b Iy doublo pulsing the Nd:YAG
the lidar can transmit laser pulses at laser during a single flash-lamp excita-
four wavelengths: 0.53 usn and 1.06 urn tion. The laser pulses are directed
using a Nd:YAG laser that includes a along a path~ coaxial with a 12-in
doubling crystal, 3.8 usn using a OF Newtonian telescope. Collected back-
laser, and 10.6 MR using & C02 laser. scattered energy is directed to an appro-
The lasers pulse at each wavelength priate detector, and the detector outpats
"squentially and transmit into the atmos- are logarithmically amplified. A multi-
phere within a 150-us interval. This is plezer circuit provides a single-channel

OSCILOSCOP
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waveform consisting of the output of four each pulse set is transferred to a
energy mnonitors (py-roelectric detectors) Digital Equipment Corp. LSI-11 micro-
in addition to the four backscatter sig- computer, and written onto magnetic tape
natures. Therefore, a single transient (nine-track, 1600 BIP) along with date
recorder (Niomation 8100) can be used to and time information. The lidar system
digitize the lidar records. A clock-gate is Installed in a 7-an van (Figure 2) to
program unit provides for transient facilitate the aiperimental setup at
recorder interrupts. Data for each pulse remote field sites.
set is contained in the 2048 $-bit lioms-
tion meory. A sample rate of 20 ns (3-m (U) ExUD4DITAL PIOGUX
resolution) is typically used, &n4 30
pulse sets can be transmitted each ainute (U) The SNI0W-0WE-3 field program was

of operation. The digital record for conducted over flat terrain near Grayling,

id MrlMOaL VWINS ON@6 LAMM PON. POW WN06W0UL WCstMinMOMl

FIws 2 Posw-W*Avimph Lids Sywnm I" 6-Mum-.Lon Van'
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Michigan, during November and December 1.06 mu, 3.8 us. and 10.6 um. The lidar
1982. The lidar van was positioned was allowed to operate the first 20 mi-
alongside transmissometer instrumenta- utes of each hour during measurement
tion vans operated by the U.S. Navy and periods. Occasionally, vertical lidar
the U.S. Army Atmospheric Science Labora- neasurements were made by placing a 450
tory. The lidar and transmissometers mirror outside the laser van.
were aligned to observe parallel paths (U) The primary objective of the
extending over a 600-a range. A passive field program was to characterize else-
(plywood) target of 64 square feet was tromagnetic propagation through dense
erected at the far end of the lidar path, snowfall. Unfortunately, only light
and transuissometer energy sources were snowfall occurred during the experimental
located near the lidar target. The tar- period. Now~ver, on several days a rela-
get provided a constant reflectivity tively dense fog occurred, and measure-
surface such that variation in lidar- mants were made. (Observations also were
observed target returns can be inter- conducted for several generated-smoke
preoted in terms of atmospheric attenus- events.) Table 1 presents a summary of
tull over the Il±.hU-t..4,-tala pra-h6. the lidar operations..

(U) Because of eye-safety require-
aents, the 0.53 us lager wavelength was (U) CERLINETAL RESULTS (Preliminary)
not transmitted during the experiment.
Therefore, lidar observations were made (U) In this section, we present some
only at the infrared wavelenjtho of of the resulti obtained thus far by a

Table 1. Lidar Measurements taken During SU-aMi-l Experiment

Data Collection luns
Grayllag. Michigan

Date Uegln End Weather Data Type Tape
CEST) (tST) Co.ditions go.

11/101/82 17:23 17:39 clear air calib A
11/19182 16:37 17:02 high humidity calib I
11/29/82 16:60 17:02 high humidity •alib I
11/30/82 7:29 7:33 clear air ealib 2
12/1/82 7:22 7:53 fog herts 3
12/1/82 7:55 6:01 fog Vert 3
12/2/62 7:16 7:37 light rain caltb 4
12/2/82 7:41 8:02 light rein bori•s 5
12/6/82 16:17 16:37 clear air caub 6
12/6/82 16:38 16:s3 clear-air cllb. 6
12/6/82 9:00 ,9:19 clear air celib 7
12/8/82 10:00 10:30 light snowfall eallb a
12/0/32 11:00 1.1 :10 clear air boris 9
12/8/32 12:05 12:19 oil fog smoke boris 9
12/8/82 13:05 13:20 11 screener omoke beors .10
12/m/82 14:05 14:20 fly ash smoke boris 11
12/4/82 15:06 1:20 diesel smoke boris 11

12/10/82 22:05 22:20 light smoefill boris 12
12/10/82 23:06 23:20 snowfall bot1s 13
12/10/82 26:00 00:20 light sawfall boris 13
12/11/82 1:00 1:20 lIght snowfall boris 13
12/11/82 2:01 2:20 light snowfall beria 14

.12/11/82 3:00 3:10 light snowfall bIrts 16-
12/11/82 3:11 3:20 light snowfall Vret 16
12/12/82 9:00 9:20 light snowfall boris 15
12/12/82 '10:06 10:20 light snovfall boris 15
12/12/32 11:00 11:20 light seVf al her" 15
'12/12/2 12:00 12:20 ivar air ctub IS
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data analysis program. The analysis pro- target returns were analyzed for time
gram is being directed to the following histories of transmission by assuming the

objecives:target is of constant reflectivity during
of 1.6 3.8each experiment. Target returns during

0 fvaluation of106v, . ut clear-air conditions were used to estab-
and 10.6 usa transmission histor- lish the 100 percent transmission value,

lea verthelidr-totaret ath and optical filters with known attenua-
for each obscuration event tion at each lidar wavelength were used

6 Evaluation of the accuracy of the to calibrate the lidar receiver response
lidar transmissions -Iby estimating to target returns in terms of atmospheric
thei.r correlation to other trans- transmission.
mission measurements (U) Figure 4 presents an example of

a transmission history result obtainede Derivation of transmission dis- from lidar target returns recorded during
tribution models that-may be more the IR screener avent on 8 December 1982.
useful to weapons analysts than The event observed by the lidar extended
transalas ion. h .istories -over an 8-minutes Interval, with rapid

* Evaluation of the relationship of changes in traauias.ano occurr ini At all
lidar backacatter along the - Ithree Infrared wavelengths. The high
observed path to. transmission correlation of transmission with time
"neSursmets between wavelengths results because

nearly equal paths are viewed at nearly0 Evaluation of the Information equal times. Previous multiple-
content on particle character- wavelength lidar measurements Indicated
istics and multiple-scattering that path separations-esopecially in the
effects. In order to form better vetclrsldinncread

estiate ofabsouteaersol transmission histories so that multiole-
concentrations from single-ended wavelength analysis could not be applied.
lidar measurements. (U) Also presented In Figure 4 are

* Plots Of the optical depth (U a -in T)(U) Figure 3 presents a single between wavelengths. Again, the roea-
multi-wavelength lidar backscatter wave- tively good correlation Ind.1cates
form for an oil fog aerosol cloud. minimal time and space variability of
leturms, from clear air, the aerosol cloud, transmission between the multiple
and the solid target can be Identified wvlnt bevtos oevr h

for achinfrredwmveengh. Te slid linear relationships between the optical
depths Indicate that multiple-scattering
may not be sa Important factor for the

TA*3l? 7*505? yAAou lidar transmission analysis. The plot*

I . IIndicate that the 11 screener is 17 per-
~oeu woes woescent more effective at 10.6 ii. wavelength

than at 1.06 ma, and 20 percent more
effective at 3.8 =m than at 1.06 zmu.

(U) Figure 5 presents a comparison
C of lidar transmission history at 1.06 us

and thQ equivalent history recorded by
the Navy trsusmilsscmter system. Excel-
lent agreement is'obtained, although theI! two observational paths were separated*
by about 3 to 4 a in the horizontal.'

(U) Transmission histories such as
thiose presented in Figure 4 are itssful

I I I for evaluating the effectiveness of an
ROAM aerosol event against various electro '-
5*501 -Optical systems. Wowever, models pro-

F~p~ 3 hresWevienth LJdWI- enting transmission values as frequency
S~nw WNM"*W Oi Fogdistributions may be more re,,Wily useful

Sesna Ak"sur 000m OH ot to weapon syvstem designers and W.alus-
R I msA Van wW Ter~ tore. Several examples are presented

Ssewn 1EV en od ~st belowi to illustrate the type of trans-
Wwftlq MWAW~, I osem~m mission models that can be derived from

isa transmissiLon histories. Figure 6 pro-
sents histograms of the total time
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rigure 6 Histograms of the Time That Transmsion Wa Le Than a Specified
Value, T. for the IR Scenmw Smoke Event on 8 December 1982

increment that transmission vas below any I I I I I I I I
specified value 'for the IR screener smoke
test. For example, at a wavelength of TOM
10.6 =i, the transmission was less than W
50 percent for about 4 minutes during the
smoke event - The tranmsusa ion was lees
than 20 perceun for only about 1 minute EW u
during the smoke event. Therefore, if a
weapon system is rendered inoperative T-0
only If transmission is less than 20 per- R on-
cent at the 10.6 orn wavelength, the IR
screener smoke event viwi be effective
for about 1 minute of total time. How- t .
swr, the effective timae my be extended • :.:..I

because of variable transmissions extend--I
Ing over longer tine period&. Figure 7 •.W
presents an analysis. of the time duration
of transmission "holes" (i.e., tine dura-
tion when transmission Is greater than or
equal to a specified value). For
example, only 10 holes occurred for U x a
tranmission of 10 percent, but these
can be of relatively long duration. At
50 percent, more holes can occur (28In in, .I . .I.I . n. .
this example), but with shorter time 0 0 20 so 40 so so 7O 50 90

durations. TWE oPAM - ,m
l(U) A similar analysis can be per- Figure 7 Number and Time Distribution of "Holes"

formed for transmission "patches" (i.e., (When Transmission is Greater Than or
time durations when transmission is lves E(Whe to a Specified Value. T) for the I R
than a specified value). Figure & pre- Eawto Secfe ven 8 fr I
sents a transmission "patch" analysis Sceen8 SmokeEvento8Dcember
for the 10.6 us vavelength tranmission 1962
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was calculated using a clear air return
obtained before the smoke release.

(U) Although a relatively large
scatter of data points occur, a near-
linear relationship can be evaluated for
optical depths less than 1.5 (i.e.,
transmissions from 100 to 22 percent),.

it M.1 - .X X This linear relation can be used to infer
transmission from single-ended back-

1-0 scatter measurements. The near constant
path-integrated backecatter and the rela-
tively large scatter of data points above
optical depths of 1.5 have been assoc-

b lated with dynamic range limitations of

X I X I * the lidar receiver, and possibly with a
wide secondary pulse superimposed or .4e
primary narrow pulse of the gas la1.21s

V-f (this introduces false scatterlrý AC

ranges greater than the aeroe,' carjet).
(U) Figure 10 shows the Lransmission

of three laser wavelengths during light
snowfall (approximately .03 grams/n 3 )

starting at 0100 on 11 December. During
this snowstorm, tranxr,.pision is generally

I I I decreased with increasing wavelength.
0 0 a 6 20 25 30 Fgure 10 also cp-stains the relationships

T -LMTM of the optical depths for this period.

FigRe,8 NumberandTimeDurationof "Patch5" In f'iWTY, U10.6 > U3.8 > U1.06-
(When TTimhlon i Lesm Than a (U) Filare 11 presents the relation-

Specified Value, T) for the I R Serum ship between optical depth and integrated

Smoke Event an 8 Decmber 1W backscatter ratio for the 3.8 us data of
Figure 10. Because a clear air profile
was not available during this period,

history data presented in Figure 4. For the backscatter ratio Is normalized to
patches with less than 50 percent trans- tbh minimum profile obtained for the
mission, 50 events occurred with a maxi- data set. As with the smok, data pre-

mum duration of 30 sec. Only 11 patches sonted In Figure 9, there is large
with transmission less than 10 percent scatter in the data points. Because of

occurred with a maximm duration of only equipment limitations, identified by the
6 sec. smoke and snow data at SNOW4-ONE-B, back-

(U) The examples presented above scatter analysis of relatively danse
were derived from target returns. Now- aerosol events (e.g., smoke tests) are
ever, the primary objective of :he lidar not being pursued. Rather, extended-
program is to derive quantitative infor- range log amplifiers and time-gated
motion using single-ended backecatter detectors are being incorporated to
data. Several methods have been used to expand the system dynamic range for use
relate lidar atmospheric backecatter on !uture tests.
observations to extinction or concentra- (U) This research was sponsored by
tion. For relatively dense aerosols, the Geosciances Division of the U.S.
single-scattering formulations say not Army Research Office.
be valid and, therefore, the typically-
used lidar equation and its various solu-
tion forms may not be appropriate.

(U) One method for evaluating atten-
nation from backscatter data is to relate
the path-Integrated backscatter to the
optical depth evaluated from target
returns. For example, Figure 9 presents
a plot of these two quantities for lidar
data collected at a wavelength of 3.8 um
during the IR screener test (c.f. Figure
4). The integrated backscatter ratio
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LIDAR APPLICATIONS FOR IBSCURANT EVALUATIONS (U)

Edwari E. Uthe
SRI international

Menlo Park, California 94025 U.S.A.

ABSTRACT (U)

(U) Jidar provides a unique nethod for observing temporal and special distributions of
obscurants slor4 optical paths. However, attenuation and multiple scattering affects introduced by
very dense obscurant clouds can (1) severely limit observational ranges, and (2) complicate 4nterpreta-
tiou of backscacter signatures In terms of absolute density and other properties. Nevertheless, lidar
properly used can provide needed information tkat is nearly Impossible to obtain by other means. This
paper reviews applications for. obscurant evaluations of several existing 11dars, including a four-
wavelength van-mounted and a two-wavelength airborna system. Examples are presented that illustrate
the evaluation of:

"* Aerosol plume transport over complex terrain and water surfaces

"a Cross-plume diffusion during active convection

"* Multiwavelength tracamissiotj over lidar-to-'target horizontal paths

a Vertical-path transamssions using the earth's surface as a passive reflector

"e Particle-size distribution parameters derived from aultiwavelength data

"* Backscatter properties of natural and generated obecurants

"e Optical and physical density inferences from single-ended observations.

1. (U) LID&R 5xfSTEMS

(U) Lidar applies short-wavelength laser sources In radar fashion for remote observation of

scattering aerosols and reflective surfaces. High-speed digitization and logarithmic procescing,

coupled with computer-baed video displays, provide for real-time generation of pictorial views of

atmospheric structure. This is derived from range-dependent backscatter signatures collected with high-

pulse rate lasers. Van-mounted and airborne lidar systems havebeen developed for observing atmospheric

aerosols over large volumes with high spatial and temporal resolutions. This paper presents examples

derived from several lidar systems operated by SRI. Although these examples mostly have been derived on

environmental studies, they clearly relate to applications for obscurant evaluations. System details

have been presented elsewhere.

2. (U), AEROSOL PLUME TRANSPORT OVER COMPLEX TERRAIN AND WATIE SURFACES

(U) Downward-viewing a2rborne lidar system are particularly well suited for evaluating terrain

effocts on the transport ant; diffusion of aerosol plumes. For example. Figure 1 presents plume cross

sections collected with the ALPtA-l (Airborne Lidar Plume and Haze Analyzer) at different downwind dis-

tances from a coal-burning power plant. The plum was being channeled by complex terrain to the west

of the plant. Other data collected show mountain restrictions and barriers to plume transport

(Uthe, et al., 1980).

Paper to be included in the P- oc.edings of Smoke/Obscurant' Symposium VII. Harry Diamond Laboratories
Adelphi, Maryland, 26-28 Apri 1983
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(U) Airborne systems are also well suited

for asking observations over water surfaces. For

9 k DO~spo O PLNT example, Figure 2 presents an exasiple of air pol-

lut ion layers over Los Angeles, and extending

over the ocean area. The data show increasing

- 7 3 ~ ~ density and depth of the pollution layer during
~~ ~ in th -...y, and indications of elevated wind flow

COeOA0o MV*M rerversa .ýear the San Gabriel 4ountains. The

is e 0"NsomOF AM ALPVA-.1 transwitsenmergy simultaneously at 0.53

an -. 06 ,.The ratio of surface returns at

-Mthese wavelengths provider a good Lindiction of

land or wter surface, as above by Figure 3.
PA*.A mvia Co~oaO&eW "M~i~ WAM ~t Therefore, the ALPUA-1 can be used to sap ter-

IVkme OWiO OP PLANT rain elevation and sirfice type, to correlate

%..* with observed atmospheric tras"port and diffusion

_______________________characteristics.

3. (u) cROsS-pULM P17113510 DURINGC

ACTIVE CONVECTION

00&AMs I. Its AleasOft LiOAx oomw5vAYIP OP 714 C"OUA6.tu
AT"CUOPAIO21UP06PLN t^ (U) rigure 4 shows examtples of ALPRA-1

flights across a power plume at 10 in do'invind

frais a Asarco located is flat cerrain. Early
monsamg obeervecioes show a well-defined pLum above the developlag. mix LOS layer while subsequent pastse
seros" the pl~m show scructuir of cdeer-str coeetive coils sand astrasiMOVt of the plums particulates.
The"e "ata sow thee highest plane cefenet ret Lse dar Le active, colavect iu are eassociated With coupeose-
tLMg devedaft nations. DArk4e areas At the top Of coevective cells probably remi~t by hygroscopic

particle growth as the relatively vem ansd Wasid air to lifted La ee* n Co er srroydieg. These data
illus"trat the drmntia effect of daytime oewseveete so aerosol coaentratiac distributlose.

4. (V) I6ILTlTWAVZLuh~ TUANSNSSIOUS OVER LIDAR-?O-TA~tY PATUS

(U) A fv~r-vovsleegtb vese-umumed ti4ag syetee recently has been developed to invoestgate tech-
aiquse for remote afsurameat of aerosl optical said physical 'deeLtlse sand of particle Characteristics.

UNCLASSIFIED
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LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA - 16 DECEMBER 1979

(WI 113 - 11 P'PT, 1.0sug, lIO Tat* CO~

o i mom ii i, l

PIOVM~ 2. 0A LMS Aft"L SOIPPASAv &AYesR fnuru"tS avolvt PAOW ALPA -I MAOGSftt C~ m Og "Coos
It 0-0-O MM7 CM od.u 00.

The system transits energy at 0.53 mn and 1.06 wo wvelength& using a maodymiiain-ag laser, 3.8 Mn using

a DF laser and 10.6 60 using a C02 Laser. Pulses from the three laser* are-transi~ted coazially with a

12-i-cb %ewoiaLn teelscope. Four-wveoi4gth beckc4atter and tranemissian m wromeate ace made along

the same v'-*winL path vithna 150 us to reduce effects of tisq-varang secosol diatrlblclons.

(M) A local teat of the four-uwvelengtb lidar wi conducted to evaluate syscem performance in

en-irommenat similar to those experlenced during previous 1idar operatlooo at Army range facilities

(Cthe. IW1). The 1idar van we located

about 600 a from'an 8-ft square passlve __

reflector co•structed om the Stanford Umt-

varsity field site. Poth dust tad 'asoks -

aerosool wore gemerated meat the midpoint -

of the lLdar-to-cargea path, FIVre 5

shwe" as oecLlioecope preocacac Le of a" -

single Lidar siLBucure showig atmlespherlc 0

becksca~t et ad target reCwrso at each oa

t"e four avele~mtka. The larger ratio of.
"P00g U NATIO OS suaeAC Peru a a? i .aomAo 530.

duoet-o-€loor-eir bac atter for Loager Sv6LO4T4E oMeav o ev auwa 'oP1VG A

3
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waveleanths is expected, as the Large-particle dust scattering is nearly wvevlengch independant. Hov-

ever the clear-air scatterin is proportional to the Lnverse fourth power of •wvelangth (assuming Ray-

leigh scattering).

A&

S* .

3,ft

Ps@'*5 4(11 KUM l WS UScMON OlRONG COWWW"1O. @u.10I No~ oe Omcmca io ftMe?. 6 MW INs.

(U) The target returne provide a 6eans to evaluate obscurant transmission aloýg the ILdar-to-

target path, quantitatively. Figure 6 presents a tlae history of trensmission derived from data collec-

ted during a red-smoks test. These data indicate that the optical properties of i-nke are nearly equal

at 0.53 end 1.06 ma, with substantially lees aetemuatios at 3.8 we sad alaost no attenuation at 10.6 us.

Tranamission values evaluated from target returns can be used to develop and validate trarnLnasion values

'dAerived from the raase-reealved backacatte•' data, n that msurmets caa be made &Laog vertical and

slaaz paths.

(U) The four-teveleagb lidar was recently used to collect beckacatter sad transmission data during

the SNU-M-S1 Teste conducted'at Grayleg, M•'h4am&; the data are swo'being analymed.

UNCLASSIFIED
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TARET ARGT TRG~ TAGET 5. (U) VERTICAL-PAT!, TRAnSNISSIONS USING

Oi46n 00 3A we IOA.M THE EARTH'S SURACE As A PASSIVE REFLECTOR

(U) Duiring a flight test of the ALPHA-i, obser-

vat ions were made downwind of a forest fire located

near the California coast (U1che at &1.. 1982). Visu-

ally. the fire appeared to be conzoined within a

mmall area; the resulting smoke plume towered over

the source, but uIs transported downwind* at lower

altitudes.

0.14 1,11 32 ICA I (U) Fig~ure 7 *bows plume cross-sections do-

rived from infrared and visible beckacatter signa-

FIGURE 5 FOUR-WAVELE14GTH LIDAM SACKSCATIEN Elites recorded during the second peass of ALPHLA-i
SIGNATURE FOR DUST GENERATED ALON4G

~ PAH STWE N IDA AN TAGET Across the plume, fro these data, receiver gain was
Stanford Fmied She, 7 Mhy 1902.

reduced so that surface returns did not saturate

receiver electronics; as a result, clear air haze layers warA not as well observed on this data.

Greater. plume attenuation of the visible energy than of the Infrared energy is evident by the absence of

plume visible backscatter following penetration by the lasar pulse of the denser plume elemnent. plume

"t smaI

033.
* '\ Iss

': '3S

too~~~ IM toIs 0

lo ,R0110

Iw a" I Mlo
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transm~issions in the vertical were evaluated by normalizing to 100 percent-observed surface returns inz

the absence of plus* backscatter, and by assuming constant surface reflectivity and laser-transmitted

peek power for each laser firing made along the croes-pitma path. Lidar response information required

for quantitative analysis of backscatter signatures vas derived using standard calibration techniques

with neutral density filters of known attenuation. Vertical transmissions f or one-may passage of the

laser energy through the smoke plume are plotted in Figure 7.* The results show minimum plume trans-

missions of about 50 percent at 1.06 urn and

about 6 percent at 0.53 um. The strong

wavelength dependence of attenuation sug-

-______ - - Seats submicron particle sizes, althoughI strong absorption in the visible, and weak

absorption In the i~nfrared. by pluse con-

- .*, .~ stituents could also explain the observe-

tions. A mean particle six& is derived

from the observations in the following

section of this paper.

6. (U) PARTICLE-SIZZ DISTRIBUTION

PARAMETERS DERIVED FROM MULTIWAVELUIGTE DATA

(U) To investigate the use of multi-.

wavelength data for characterizing particle

site distributions, an experiment was con-

~ ducted using transuissometers operating at

14 different wavelengths, and mounted across

as a 10-a long aerosol t~uaael facility located

*1 at SRI International, as shown in'Figure 8

las * jI(Uthe. lgg2j. The tunnel was designed with
open ends for evaluating 'lidst techniques.

- 'Aeros .ols comsited of particulate matertia

of different sign fracitoms and single-size

0 as an 3" 4a o s fracitoms of six other materials. Particle

PIUiMs asowe.. NOcum mavenOLL SRCR O MV O APA ciao evalmattasu were made by malt i-stage
P" RACCWArVUR A" VOI~CA TNANGeI.OW
DO9VOO PUOW 51MPIPA AVtNPOWAT SAM GAN-OR Imeett, and by Ait pereability analysis
WAV5LNSTPU (Abell Pon 23
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of Oacked powder. Examples of multiple-

wavelength extinction coefficient data is given

in Table 1.

(U) The data base indicates that mean par-

title size smaller than 1-pm diameter could be

estlaatsdiiusafully from aerosol extinction lo

measurements using a single--laser lidar system " O

operating at 1.06- and 0.53-wn wavelengths

(Figure 9). For larger mean particle sizes the PIGI.US.L (U) IAAtR•dOPXPIP&h-AL PAUJUTY

extinction ratio is near unity, and longer

wavelength systems are required. The data indicate that a two-laser lidar operating at 10.6 and 0.53 Win

could provide estimates of mean particle size to diameters of at least 6 Va.

(U) The two-wavelength lidar data collected with ALF1A-I (Figure 7) can be used with the labora-

tory results presented in Figure 9 to estimate mean particle size of the smoke plume. Aasuming the

wavelength difference results entirely from particle size effects, the laboratory data indicate particle

diameters of about 0.1 ;m, which is consistent with in-situ measurementa reported by various investiga-

tore in the literature. Inference of particle size is important to evaluate lidar backscatter

quantitatively in terms of aerosol extinction and concentration.

TA&LSI. PAi 1*AVL55OP WAT - mAVeLAjiWGISXTOiCTIOS Z-'@S

But (act too Coeffeicit (ke-) at 'adicaced *Vales¢th (.0)

.Srevel Ty" Pbgteic 0.390 0.450 0.514 0.613 0.670 0.850 0.930 1.045 1..4 1.63 3.39 3.90 10.6

0-10 ME fly s" 833. 76.2 73.2 is.? 79.6 30.1 8$1.1 86.1 86.1 0.58 90.6 74.1 71.3 53.2

5-10 M- fly ask 63.5 5P.9 56.7 55.3 59.7 60.1 61.6 61.8 6.4 63.1 63.6. 67.8 70.) 54.7

2.5-5 we tly sam 06.6 31.0 81.9 4.7 33.5 33.7 0.3 37.3 39.4 92.4 100.2 94.9 a 5.6 47.4

0-2.3 Wa fly as 43.s 60.8 60.3 60.5 61.5 62.5 63.6 74.0 75.0 79.7 14.3 29.4 23.9 13.6

saparfias fly ask, M.9 94.1 94.6 9;3 97.5 96.3 09.7 67.5 02.7 13.1 56.7 14.4 13.9 10.1

5 We alltes 90.5 95.7 94.3 92.5 U.9 86.4 73.6 76.1 71.5 63.4 52.3 14.1 11.1 5.3

10 We SAIL4s i1.0 77.1 76.7 ?1.1 W4.5 64.8 M. 57.2 56.4 30.9 43.0 22.4 20.0 14.8

Is•in Stiu 95.5 92.6 9M.8 99.2 91.0 94.6 6. 35.7 m 3.4 88.4 72.3 35.3 39.6 34.1

Iran MCI& 117.7 109. 101.7 113.6 118.7 116.1 102.3 97.6 55.6 74.1 $5.2 19.3 17.0 6.2

Massivs CMsM40 97.6 154.6 136.9 £183.)3 4.8 79.0 18.3 65.6 37.2 26.0 16.2 9.5 3.1 0.7

zIt Chloride 746. 715.2' 7.3 77.7 74.5 71.5 1.8I 56.1 47.0 35.6 22.0 6.A 3.3 2.2

T1itandiundm"o 340.6 2641.1 M35.1 320.4 347.0 349.3 304.5 28.3 242.3 175. 101.3 )11.10 6.2 4.1

Alumim 66.4 3.0 59.7 48.6 j 42.4 42.6 64.0 63.9 4U.5 65.6 6,.6 5W.1 61.3 54.6

Mast. 11.0 27.2 it.? 14.3 9.9 6.3 4.9 6.3 3.5 3.3 18. - 0.1

UNCLASSIFIED
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7. (U) BACKSCATTER PROPERTIES OF

NATURAL AND GENERATED OBSCURANTS U, ,

0. no
p* p. - *

(U) As shown above, single-wavelength lidar a s" 0 o • eMAN 00M

as. 2systems can be used to observe aerosol distribu-

tlons with high spatial and temporal resolution. .,

However, quantitative evaluation of optical S
(extinction) or physical (concentration) densl- 0 '00

I .7
ties from backacatter records normally require [ s 9

information or assumptions on the sixe, shape, /

and composition of the scattering particles.

Multiple-wavelenSth systme may provide siffic-

ient Information on particle characteristics

for evaluation of aerosol densities trom back- as a, / 4 / i. f . 6

scatter data. The examples presented below 9. 10 RAn6 OP EXTIWC¶I0 AT 1M5- . 14-;M WAVE.Iq•il L ENG AT1s0AO FUNTINOflN AT 1M-AN0JSATd-nE WAV|.E

Illustrate the sensitivity of lidar signatures IEarA ASO A PUAEMEN OP MUGMI SOrOn ACAmMLM
|IMPACM0~ M•IAMAIMENM1 POR MJUidRON PAPMICLE

OP CIPPENEET cOuM~oermes.
to particle characteristics, "d suggest analysis

techniques for density evaluation.

SI I I I ! I I

(U) Figure 10 presents data derived from GEQIRA?•E@ SEUMs PLUms
00

lidar observat ions of both black and white smoke 33 0008(n

generated by using the same technique, but using 1 o•as,.
0

materials of different chemical composition. As '30 -
0 
o

the density of the plum wms Increased, its epa- 01 0

city was measured by analysing the clear-sir 5 • 00

lidar returns observed before and after the plum 00

return; this type of enalysisylelds a measure of 00
* 5 0

plum. opacity that Is not affected by uncertaia- .ca 0

ties In pltm particle sale, 'shape, and compost-

• .0 UI mOK
VlIn. In Figure 10, opacity values derived in 0 NMI. lows

this Renner are, plotted versus simultaneously
U1 I l lI p4 I

measured mlaw plume backatcatet. 'These data a 00 a m s n tm
'qurnS oeacryv

show that for voisble-weveleugth lider sysems, *W U h t* r L etOCreo. vm,

PeOW MMe. ANo PAR-ONg CLEA AIR WfkaS .
approxmtimely 5 d3 (factor of 3) vertacsm8 Is

"UN\ 'AS0FIED
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backacatter can occur for a given plume opacity, because of -variations In plume micro-characteristics.

Clearly, evaluation of extinction coefficients assuming backscatter-to-extinction ratios must consider

particle composition (refraction index).

(U) Figure 11 presents lidar backscatter data related to transmissometer derived exrinction data

for generated aerosols of the same composition. (fly ash), but different size distributions. These

results show that for a 0. 7-mI wavelength lidar system, the backscatter-to-extinction. ratio is nearly

independent of the particle size. It was also

shown, however, that at this wavelength the

to FACTIOeN backscatter-to-wass concentration ratio is greatly

0- o dependent on particle size. Results using a

0 110 5l 1.06-m wavelength lidar indicated that the

2 oibackscatter-to-extinction ratio is more dependent

on particle sixe, but the backscatter-to-mass ratio

is les dependent on particle size than at the

%c ",.-9 on-) 0.7-us wavelength. Later experiments have shown

'",even less dependence on particle size for

,l2 backscatter-to-mass ratios at 3 to 10 un wave-

.,, .... " .... lengths. Of course, derivation of mass concentra-1 2 0 16 30 a 1" 3I

EXTINcTIO CosepPIcINT Mi"IqT.uONT m•suwamI nourf, m - .', tion from backscatter data requires knowledge of

the particulate pcif ic gravity, and thus, volumePI'GUNI I. 1UW VOLUME mAI•C3CAl"'U 0oFPPICCNT • Oue~vuO
AT A L•D•0A WAVIUANO• O0. 0% ASLATIO TO
W4rIU.-LIGHT VOLUMI! IXTINCTION coapplcImNIr concentrations may be more appropriate for lidar

TheWa5 IdIL @wmmm -,s AS wtH0dwm ef ts
fkwuwm.w 64*0 kime"i measurement.

8. (U) OPTICAL AND PHYSICAL DENSITY INFERENCES

FROM SINGLZ-ENDED OBSERVATIONS

(U) The data presented in Figure 10 illustrated a single-ended method for evaluating the optical

density (opacity) of an aerosol plume. This method has been .formally accepted by the U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency (Alternate Method 1 to Reference Method 9) for objective measurement of visible emis-

sims from stationary sources. Experiments have been conducted to evaluate the application of back-

scatter to evaluate optical density (i.e., extinction) as shown by the data 'presented in Figure 11.

Other data relating optical depth to path-integrated backscatter (Figure 12) shown that some informa-

tion can be obtained, but that dense aerosol clouds can introduce nmo-linear relationships between

9
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backscatter and extinction; and that wide scatter between theae quantities can occur which is probably

a result of changing particle characteristics within obscurant clouds. Nevertheless, several

experiments have beenconducted to evaluate aerosol concentrations.

3.0 -

25 .7au LIAN 
1 C@."ie LIOAA

U 0."O.22,.20J7_ .11 U OA 0.
0• 8 0

. .212+ As

• * O

~2.0
x. TRIAL 27 VEHICULAR OUST

S. . ....-.
1 1.5 • ee p0 "

U• ** /. • . 48 * ,

*e...,,*A..•
OC .•* %

JC

00

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

U th - 0.7 pm) - km 8 (A - 10.6 Mm) - km

PIuM 12. 1W UDAN-.ARIvoD RLIowsONSI BETWEEN OPTICAL
OEM AND PATH INTIUGAT90D &ACI9CATT"R POR
A CLOW OF VEHICULAR WAIT.

(U) To investigate the use of lidar for quantitatively evaluating the emission rate cf fugitive

particulate sources, an experiment was conducted with a controllable particle mission source. A

ground-based lidar made cross-plume observations by scanning in elevation at 500 m downwind of the

smoke source. In addition to the lidar observations, wind speed and direction were recorded at the

lidar site. Cross-plRae backecatter values were integrated and adjusted by wind speed and direction to

provide an eetimat"-smote mission -rate. The snke generator vas us-2'dat three mission rates. and

for each rate 10-20 plume cross sections were recorded. Figure 13 shows that the risulting time-

&veraged cros.-pll'm backscatter values were linearly related to the source mission rate for the

relatively- low density plumes. The** results indicate the potent•al of lidar for monitoring msoke

plume particle concentrations.

(U) Analytical solutions to the single-scattering liet- eqution have been proposed by several

investigators as a meas to determine rang*-dependent eatinction coefficients from ltar siglnatures and

to correct for attenuatio eoffsets in concentration eelnuCIAM. For MImple, FiLgure 14 pr•esnts a

10
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FIGURE, 13. (Ul PARTICULATE EMISSIONW RATE EVALUATED FROM
LICARPLOTTED AS A FUNCTION OF EMISSION! RATSE
EVALUATED PROM PARTICLE FEEDER.

Dulled Amn is th, best-lit linear relattion.

crows-plume mass concentration analysis derived from a Sround-bdiaed elevation scanning lidar system

operating at a wavelength of .6943 in. The mats concentrat ions were evaluated from, the solution form:

NCR) - sp [c S(R)] jHol -2%* f xp [. 1 S(l)] lII

where C, 1/4.34

a * eItinction coefficient

No a clear air concentration

and S - range corrected logrithmic 1idar signature as a functioa of. raWg I.

The parameters M 0 and C a were evilua ted from Independently messured. particle eism distributions and the.

Miss scattering theory. The' resul't shows that In this case, atteinaatlas introduced about om order of

magnitude (10 dB) decrease In the bsackicatter from the far side of the P Lm. For each doens plues,.

multiple scattering probably should also be considered in the analytical. solutLmn. However, the cross-

plums concentration evaluated In the example of Figure 14 agreal well with stack mission data when

corrected fer oheerved wind'speed at plumes height.
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9. (U) CNCLUSIONS
5 Id WWW inWAft GaMGl

(U) The examples presented in this paper

primarily were taken from environmental investi-

atrions of lidar for quantitative evaluation of

pollutant distributions and densities. However,

the results illustrate lidar applications for 12 $A Is is Is 22

observation and' evaluation of obscurant clouds.

Ground-bosed scanning syst-- can map cloud

structure to dowmnind distances of 1 to 2 Im and W

backscatter data can provide Information on

cloud optical and physical density. Longer

wavelength (10.6 us) systems are better suited

112 A Is 2,0 2.for mapping dense clouds because of less attenua-

tion and multi pl scattering effects (depending (6) Uf4imm: (M-(e

on particle size distributions). Multiple-

wavelength lidar systems can provide information '

on particle characteristics and thus improve I
density svaluations. Scm 8 00o 0o. as

ADWJNls ma ce A

1.2 1A 14 is is 2.24(U) Airborne systems such as ALPHA-1 are OMonmM. MANN PROM unDMa mm.

part cularly well suited for obscurant evalue- FN 14. M NEPPc OF ATUNUATION COARECMOM AND RSULTANT
MANS CONCOMAMMON UMiION (ICITWRI. THI

tions especially at distances greater than I in CONTOUNE REPR•SENT VALUES OP 10 LOQo (MI0.
mWW04 Mu re T uEPL MAU CCONCE ATAION AND Vo

downwind of the source. The system can m 0i TE CLEMA-AIR RMOEc MAs COONcATrIO-
OP locos 0-3.

terrain elevations and surface type and show

their effect on cloud transport and diffusion. The terrain also provide, a reflective passive target.

Useful fr oewnlusttng vertical tranmissions of very dons aerosol clouds. The' two-wavelength.

observations provide Information an bean particle aize to help correct for attewjuation and multiple

scattering effects, and thus impIv, density estimates. A now 10.6 um wavelength airborne lidar

systm' is being cIs'-Wted -at my be the optimu apporach for evaluation of very dense obscurant

UNCL&SSIP1ED 12
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